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SUMMARY

Early diagnosis of disease and developing targeted therapeutics are two major goals of medical research to which nanotechnology can contribute a variety of novel approaches and solutions. This work utilized an optical phenomenon specific to metallic nanoparticles, surface-enhanced Raman spectroscopy (SERS), as a nanomedicine research tool to aid in the progression toward these goals. Single-particle SERS studies were streamlined to identify particles or aggregates with potentially high enhancement factors (EFs) for applications requiring ultrasensitive and possibly single-molecule detection. SERS was used to probe the changes in surface chemistry of nanoparticles for optimizing nanomedicine applications. Fundamental SERS imaging parameters were identified, and a new algorithm for multiplexed SERS imaging was developed and tested.

Novel particle-based contrast agents were also developed. Polystyrene hollow beads with a single hole on the surface were fabricated and used to encapsulate contrast agents for a variety of medical imaging modalities. Saline was encapsulated as a novel contrast agent for thermoacoustic tomography (TAT). Encapsulation of X-ray computed tomography (CT) and magnetic resonance (MR) imaging was also performed and tested.
CHAPTER 1: INTRODUCTION

1.1 Nanotechnology and Medicine

Two major goals of medical research are early diagnosis and more effective, targeted treatments. It is precisely these two aspects of medicine that nanotechnology research has pursued in the biomedical realm. Disease should be detected and therapy should be administered directly at the molecular level rather than waiting for macroscopic symptoms to surface. Imaging and detection techniques conceived around nanomaterials should improve the capability of doctors and scientists to target and identify a specific cell, protein, DNA sequence, or even small molecule, in order to improve patient outcomes.[1-3]

Because of their small size and customizable surface chemistry, nanoparticles provide advantages in sensitive detection and targeted applications. Advanced synthesis techniques have been developed to achieve unprecedented control over the materials, shapes, and sizes of nanoparticles.[4] These advances have led to the development of a variety of microscopic biological sensors by utilizing the interesting physical phenomena that arise on the nanoscale. In some cases, these phenomena give nanoparticles easily distinguishable signatures for use in imaging or detection. For example, the quantum confinement effect occurring in nanoscale semiconductors, or quantum dots, results in tunable fluorescence peaks with broad excitation and good stability (major improvements over traditional molecular fluorophores). The good stability, high quantum yield, and optical tunability of quantum dots are some of the attractive properties for labeling and detection of cells, proteins, and nucleic acids.[2] Other nanoscale phenomena are very sensitive to small changes in the local environment. One-dimensional nanoparticles such as semiconductor nanowires or carbon nanotubes that have been applied as electrical detection systems by
measuring conductivity changes upon binding of a target molecule like a protein.\cite{1,2}

Metallic nanoparticles also have a diverse spectrum of applications in the biomedical realm. One of the unique optical properties of metallic nanoparticles, especially those composed of Au or Ag, is the surface plasmon resonance (SPR). The SPR is the excitation of coherent oscillation of the surface conduction electrons at a particular frequency, and in bulk metals the SPR can propagate in the $x$ and $y$ directions along the metal’s surface.\cite{5-7} When the size of the metal particle is much smaller than the wavelength of the incident light, as with nanoparticles, the oscillation is confined to the nanoparticle and cannot propagate, so it is called the localized surface plasmon resonance (LSPR) (Figure 1.1).\cite{6,7} The LSPR is reflected by distinct peaks in the extinction spectrum of a suspension of nanoparticles. Extinction spectra reveal how a suspension of nanoparticles is absorbing and scattering photons of different wavelengths, so peaks in the spectra indicate wavelengths of light that interact strongly with the nanoparticles, and can be seen clearly in Figure 1.2.\cite{7} The LSPR also provides metallic nanoparticles with fascinating multimodal properties. The LSPR is another example of a nanoscale phenomenon that is very sensitive to changes in the environment, and the binding of proteins to the surface of metal
nanoparticles, for example, would result in a measurable shift in the LSPR peak. [6,7] Metal nanoparticles have also been used as transducers for photothermal therapy, as contrast agents for various imaging modalities, as sensitive detectors, and even as triggers for controlled release of drugs. [5,8-11]

The surfaces of nanoparticles can be easily modified to target them to specific tissues in the body, like a tumor. Nanoparticles carrying drugs and imaging contrast agents, or which are acting as therapeutic agents directly, can be delivered to the tissue of interest in greater amounts than nanoparticles with unmodified surface chemistry. [9,12,13] This has implications in not only more efficient cancer therapy, but also in early detection of disease. However, leftover surfactants and capping agents from synthesis may potentially interfere
with the surface chemistry modification, and since some capping agents are toxic, it is important to confirm these compounds have been completely removed.[14,15] A better understanding of the kinetics of surface-modification by monitoring the removal of capping agents and their simultaneous replacement by functional molecules would give researchers greater confidence when developing targeted nanoparticles for in vivo applications.

1.2 Ultrasensitive Detection with Surface-Enhanced Raman Spectroscopy

Nanoparticles composed of Au and Ag can have LSPR peaks in the visible and near-infrared (NIR) regions, giving suspensions of these nanoparticles distinctive colors.[7,16] The position of the LSPR peak depends on the composition, size, shape, structure, and external environment of the nanoparticle, and can thereby be tuned by controlling these parameters.[4,5,7] Figure 1.2 illustrates the effect of nanoparticle shape on the LSPR. As mentioned earlier, the LSPR peak itself can be used for detection since its position is highly sensitive to the environment of the nanoparticle.[6,7] However, another application of the plasmonic effect, surface-enhanced Raman spectroscopy (SERS), tends to be richer in information.

Raman spectroscopy, a type of vibrational spectroscopy, uses inelastic scattering to detect different vibrational modes present in a sample (Figure 1.3).[17] The vibrational modes present in a molecule are dependent on its unique chemical structure, so the resulting Raman spectrum serves as a molecular fingerprint.[7,17,18] This capability is the major advantage of Raman spectroscopy. However, Raman scattering is intrinsically weak, several orders of magnitude weaker than fluorescence signals, and so this technique was not seriously considered for medical applications.[17]

With the demonstration of SERS forty years ago, first by Fleischmann et al.[19] and
Figure 1.3. Diagram of electronic states for a typical molecule and different radiative transitions. Stokes and anti-Stokes are two types of Raman scattering, the difference being in whether the scattered light has energy greater or less than the incident photon. Rayleigh scattering and fluorescence are also displayed for comparison.

explained later by Jeanmaire and Van Duyne[20] and Albrecht and Creighton,[21] the door was opened for Raman spectroscopy to be used with medical applications.[7,17] These landmark studies found that when molecules of interest were placed on a roughened noble-metal substrate, the Raman signal intensities were greatly amplified.[19-21] The cause of the enhancement is still a subject of debate, but is generally regarded to be a combination of electromagnetic enhancement and chemical enhancement.[22,23] The electromagnetic enhancement is a result of the LSPR which gives rise to an enhanced local electric field (E-field) at the metal surface that decays evanescently away from the surface.[6,17,22] The chemical enhancement theory attributes enhancement to the effects of molecule chemisorption on the metal surface.[23]

The level of enhancement, or enhancement factor (EF), varies with many factors, including the shape and size of the nanoparticle, the type of Raman reporter molecule, and
the properties of the incident light.[23,24] The EF is calculated by comparing the enhanced
signal to the ordinary Raman signal of a molecule according to the following equation:

\[
EF = \frac{I_{\text{SERS}} \times N_{\text{ordinary}}}{I_{\text{ordinary}} \times N_{\text{SERS}}} \quad (1)
\]

where \(I_{\text{SERS}}\) and \(I_{\text{ordinary}}\) are a particular band’s intensity for the SERS and ordinary Raman
spectra, respectively, and \(N_{\text{SERS}}\) and \(N_{\text{ordinary}}\) are the number of molecules probed in the
collection of each spectrum.[24,25] Maximum EFs are estimated to be about \(10^{12}\), but EFs
on the order of \(10^8\) are more typical.[24] These incredible enhancements from relatively
few molecules on the surface of a nanoparticle makes SERS an appealing choice for
targeted and sensitive detection.

The maximum EFs are typically localized to areas on the SERS substrate with
extremely high local E-fields, known as hot spots. Hot spots can result from asymmetry in
the nanoparticle, such as the sharp corners of a nanocube, that cause the E-field resulting
from the LSPR to concentrate in those areas.[26] The intensity of SERS signals is directly
related to the magnitude of the E-field, causing greater SERS enhancement for molecules
located there.[24] Additionally, the gaps between particles that are very close together also
act as hot spots.[27,28] When engineering sensing platforms using SERS, hot spots are
often included to maximize the potential EF of the system, and therefore its sensitivity.[29-31]
Designing an effective SERS substrate means understanding the connection between
the physical parameters of the substrate and its SERS EF. The study of the relationship
between physical structure and SERS EFs is an active area of research in the SERS field.
However, experiments are often tedious, leaving much room for improvement.

There are several ways in which SERS has found use in medical applications. The
specific molecular information given by SERS spectra makes it an excellent label-free
Figure 1.4. Unlabeled SERS detection chip incorporated in medical tubing for monitoring the composition of blood or other fluids in real time. (a) Schematic of the flow cell, in which a (b) nanodome sensor structure is incorporated into the bottom surface. (c) 3D model of E-field distribution in nanodome sensor structure. Red areas are hot-spots between domes, indicating the effectiveness of this substrate for SERS.[29] Reproduced by permission of the Royal Society of Chemistry.

detection technique (Figure 1.4). Assays which once depended on dyes or other means of secondary spectroscopic detection can be simplified to identification of the molecular species itself, especially if the analyte can be localized to a hot spot. This approach has been used for applications such as quantitative detection of certain disease-causing microorganisms, monitoring drug analytes in the bloodstream, and even measuring drug release in a single cell.[5,18,29]

Additionally, SERS is used in label-based detection and diagnostic tools. In situations where the target molecule does not have a strong or easily distinguishable spectrum, Raman-active probes are attached to nanoparticles and targeted to a specific ligand, which usually results in the formation of a hot spot via nanoparticle aggregation (Figure 1.5). This principle has been used to develop SERS-based immunoassays, detection assays for specific DNA sequences and mutations, and identification of individual cells.[1,18,30-32]
Figure 1.5. Schematics of two examples of labeled SERS assays. (a) DNA target detection using magnetic nanoparticles to encourage aggregation in the presence of the target DNA, providing additional enhancement by creating hotspots between Au nanoparticles.[30] Adapted with permission from Anal. Chem. Copyright 2011 American Chemical Society.
(b) SERS sandwich immunoassay utilizing Au substrate and Au nanoparticles to achieve high EFs in the presence of the antigen.[31] Adapted with permission from Anal. Chem. Copyright 2011 American Chemical Society.
Finally, SERS can be used for imaging. Like fluorescence imaging, the detection of signals from a molecule as a result of illumination with an incident light source is mapped in space to create an image of the location of the molecules. SERS imaging is possible with both labeled and unlabeled approaches to SERS, rendering it flexible and useful.[18]

SERS clearly has great potential to improve approaches for ultrasensitive detection and medical imaging. The research presented in this dissertation investigated SERS not only in this capacity, but also as a valuable new research tool in the development and production of particle-based therapeutics and imaging contrast agents.

1.3 Medical Imaging

Medical imaging has become an indispensable tool in the fields of medicine and medical research thanks to many technological advances over the past 25 years.[33] Not only have new modalities been invented, such as magnetic resonance (MR) imaging or SERS imaging, but also existing technologies have evolved, making them even more powerful, as in X-ray computed tomography (CT). These developments have enabled rapid diagnosis of disease through visualization and quantitative assessment.

Many of these advanced imaging applications require the use of a good contrast agent, which also provides additional functionality to many established imaging modalities. X-ray, for example, was already used extensively to evaluate the skeletal system, which provides intrinsic contrast. However, with the development and use of contrast agents such as iodinated compounds, X-ray has also expanded into imaging of soft tissue with high resolution.[34] The improvement of digital technology has led to more sophisticated imaging modalities, as well as greatly improved the existing imaging hardware. With higher resolution and the capability to collect large and complex data-sets, medical imaging
can demand more targeted imaging applications. Many imaging techniques can potentially

detect diseases at very early stages or pick up small changes in signal intensity when an

appropriate contrast agent is employed.[3,35]

1.3.1 Imaging with SERS

SERS recently emerged as a new optical imaging modality. The enhancement of

Raman signals from probe molecules on a noble-metal particle has allowed this modality
to potentially compete with other optical imaging techniques based on fluorescence. By
correlating the location of these signals with the peak intensity and wavenumber, SERS
signals can be used to construct an image over small areas like a cell, or even larger areas
like a tumor.[36-43] Moreover, since SERS bands are much narrower compared with

fluorescence peaks, multiplexing of multiple probes, data analysis, and image
reconstruction is easier and more accurate.[36,41-45] The narrow bands and unique nature
of signals generated from different molecules allow for two or more different probes to be
imaged simultaneously. Additionally, only a single excitation source is needed (unlike
fluorescent molecules) to generate SERS from an array of different probe molecules.
However, SERS imaging has not been thoroughly characterized, and many fundamental
parameters such as resolution and penetration depth are still unknown. Additionally,

multiplexed imaging requires an appropriate computational algorithm for separating the
component spectra from a mixture. While there are several commonly used approaches,
there has not been an algorithm developed specifically with SERS analysis in mind.

1.3.2 Magnetic Resonance Imaging

MRI is characterized by high spatial resolution, excellent depth penetration, and non-

ionizing radiation, but is expensive, takes a long time to collect an image, and has limited
molecular sensitivity.[35] It has therefore been greatly influenced by the use of contrast agents. Though there are ways of optimizing the intrinsic contrast differences between tissues using different imaging protocols, the use of additional contrast enhancement is often necessary for diagnostic or multimodal purposes. Commonly used contrast agents for MRI are iron oxide nanoparticles, gadolinium (Gd\(^{3+}\)), manganese oxide, and \(^{19}\)F compounds.[35,46,47] These contrast agents have their pros and cons. While Gd\(^{3+}\) is very effective, it is also highly toxic. Iron oxide nanoparticles provide contrast by influencing the surrounding proton responses to the magnetic field, but this can sometimes be difficult to distinguish from background or artifacts in the image. \(^{19}\)F compounds, or perfluorocarbons, have been increasingly studied as positive MRI contrast agents because they provide a clear signal with no native background.[46,48] Much can be improved in the formulation of particles containing perfluorocarbons.

Multimodal applications involving MRI are also increasingly studied. Particles combining an MRI contrast agent such as perfluorocarbons are also commonly found in combination with particles containing other imaging agents such as fluorescent molecules or X-ray contrast agents, or in combination with therapeutic molecules for drug delivery.[48,49-51]

### 1.3.3 X-ray Computed Tomography

X-ray CT is mainly known for its excellent depth penetration, spatial resolution, and short acquisition time. Major drawbacks include exposure to ionizing radiation and poor soft-tissue contrast.[35] Utilization of contrast agents has completely transformed the functionality of the X-ray CT. Thanks to nanoparticles incorporating materials like iodine, barium, gold, bismuth, and ytterbium, CT imaging can produce high-resolution, three-
dimensional images of soft tissues like the gastrointestinal (GI) tract, blood vessels, and tumors.[34,35] However, many of these contrast agents have shortcomings. Heavy metals can be toxic, and thus their applications are limited. Iodinated compounds are commonly used for a wide variety of imaging applications due to their ability to attenuate X-rays, small size, and rapid perfusion rates. However, some iodinating contrast compounds result in severe allergic reactions in some patients and have demonstrated toxicity.[52] A better approach to formulating iodinated contrast compounds could allow their continued use when imaging high-risk patients.

Co-localization of CT with positron emission tomography (PET), now fairly ubiquitous, combined the high spatial resolution and anatomical detail of CT imaging with the functional data of PET for more accurate cancer detection and treatment monitoring. Other multimodal approaches to CT contrast have also been studied, including nanoparticles designed for combining CT and MRI, fluorescence, and drug delivery.[53-55]

1.3.4 Thermoacoustic Tomography

TAT is an imaging modality that combines the good contrast of microwave imaging and high resolution of ultrasound imaging. In TAT, a microwave pulse is used to excite the tissue. The heating of good microwave absorbers results in thermoelastic expansion, producing acoustic waves detected by an ultrasound transducer.[56,57] Although the modality was designed around intrinsic contrast in microwave absorption, there are still some situations in which additional contrast is desirable, such as the early detection of breast cancer. However, the novelty of the imaging modality means very few contrast agents have been studied. Single-walled carbon nanotubes (SWNTs) and microbubbles are
two examples of potential contrast agents for TAT, although SWNTs have long possessed toxicity concerns.\cite{56,58} The microbubbles provide negative contrast, which may not be suitable for all TAT imaging applications. There is much room for improvement in developing a contrast agent for TAT that can potentially provide targeted contrast for early detection.

### 1.3.5 Particle-based Contrast Agents

An ideal contrast agent not only provides excellent contrast for a given imaging modality, but also selectively localizes in the area of interest and thus reduce the toxicity. Advanced imaging techniques and multimodal applications require targeting the contrast agent to specific tissues (Figure 1.6).\cite{3,53,59} The development of particle-based contrast agents is popular because particles provide improved control over circulation times, a greater density of contrast enhancing molecules, and a substrate for attaching targeting ligands.\cite{3,34,54}
Perhaps the greatest benefit of particle-based contrast agents is their potential for use in multimodal applications. A nanoparticle composed of a contrast enhancing material can then be coated with polymers containing drugs or functionalized with therapeutic antibodies for combinatorial imaging and therapy.[49,60-62] Multi-component nanoparticles can be designed for use as contrast agents in several different imaging modalities, such as MRI and CT, simultaneously.

While most particle-based platforms involve complex chemistry and the layering of materials to achieve targeting and multimodality, the practice of encapsulating an active agent within a particle or other inert shell is also a desirable approach. Encapsulation provides the benefits of particle-based technology with additional improvements in flexibility, control, and preventing toxicity. The use of liposomes for encapsulating drugs, for example, has already improved the delivery of some chemotherapeutics.[63] Advanced hollow particles made of polymers and other materials are also being investigated, and there is much room in this area for innovation. The research presented in this dissertation investigated the use of hollow polymer beads for the simple and flexible encapsulation of imaging contrast agents.

1.4 Scope of this Work

The research objectives of this dissertation were to develop a deeper understanding and broader application of nanoparticles and small microparticles in the areas of medical sensing and imaging. Due to the status of SERS as an effective mode for ultrasensitive detection and its emergence as a potential medical imaging modality, much of the research in this dissertation investigated SERS based on nanoparticle substrates as a platform for ultrasensitive molecular detection, an analytical tool, and an imaging technique.
Additionally, polymer hollow beads were used to encapsulate contrast agents for a variety of medical imaging modalities. This work serves to lay a foundation for SERS as a valuable research tool for monitoring molecules on the surface of nanoparticles, implementing SERS as a viable imaging technique, and proposing a new class of hollow polymeric carriers for multimodal applications.

In Chapters 2 and 3, I elaborate on fundamental studies of SERS, demonstrating its power as a research tool for nanomedicine. The laser polarization, nanoparticle shape, and nanoparticle orientation are known to have tremendous effects on SERS EFs.[25,64-66] I describe a technique designed to streamline correlated studies between SERS and the physical properties of nanoparticles. Correlated studies are critical to identifying particles or aggregates with potentially high EFs for applications requiring ultrasensitive and potentially single-molecule detection. I used SEM to determine the physical parameters of nanoparticles, and then investigated the deposition of amorphous carbon during SEM imaging and its impact on the SERS measurements.[67] Chapter 3 explores the use of SERS as a tool for monitoring the exchange of ligands on the surface of nanoparticles.[68] Since capping agents used to control nanoparticle shape remain attached to the surface post synthesis, the SERS signal from these molecules diminishes at the rate of functional polymer attachment. This work demonstrates that SERS is ideal for not only confirming the presence of functional molecules on the surface, but also the complete removal of contaminants, a vital step for developing nanoparticle-based medical applications for use in vivo.

Chapter 4 contains two projects designed to advance SERS imaging as a potential clinical platform. Fundamental parameters for imaging such as resolution and penetration
Penetration depth was determined. Penetration depth was found to be a major weakness of SERS imaging, although the sensitivity and resolution of SERS imaging are very high. Multiplexing is another great advantage of SERS imaging, but it can be complicated and difficult to execute. A novel algorithm for unmixing SERS signals based on the alternating minimization (AM) method was developed and its efficacy was demonstrated.

Chapter 5 describes novel polymer hollow beads with a single hole on the surface for encapsulating imaging contrast agents. The encapsulation of imaging agents was demonstrated, and the successful enhancement of images for a variety of medical imaging techniques including MRI, X-ray CT, and TAT was shown.

1.5 References


CHAPTER 2: CORRELATING SERS MEASUREMENTS WITH STRUCTURAL PARAMETERS

2.1 Introduction

As discussed in Chapter 1, SERS can be used for labeled or label-free detection of small molecules, proteins, and cell types. In labeled detection, the sensitivity is optimized by choosing an appropriate Raman-active reporter molecule and designing the nanoparticle system accordingly. For in vivo detection or imaging, an NIR laser will likely be used to reduce the absorption and scattering of the light by blood and tissue.[1] Therefore, selecting a Raman reporter that exhibits high absorption in that range, such as an NIR fluorescent dye, will produce large EFs.[2] This phenomenon has its own name: surface-enhanced resonance Raman spectroscopy (SERRS).[2,3] Additionally, inclusion of hot-spots by choosing nanoparticles with sharp corners, such as Ag nanocubes, or involvement of nanoparticle aggregation, can also increase EFs.[4,5]

With label-free detection, the molecule of interest will likely not experience resonant absorption at the excitation frequency. As a result, the attempts to control enhancement fall solely on optimizing the SERS substrates.[6-8] Creating nanoparticle arrays or aggregates with built-in hot-spots can optimize EFs in a label-free detection system.[8,9] Therefore, the goal of many fundamental studies of SERS is to isolate hot-spots and design substrates for single-molecule (SM) detection. A substrate sensitive enough for SM detection would have tremendous potential for biosensing.[10-12]

A systematic study of the relationship between the SERS spectrum of an individual nanoparticle, or assembly of nanoparticles, and its physical parameters and orientation is vital for the effort to achieve the largest possible enhancement. To this end, several
approaches have been demonstrated to correlate the SERS spectrum of a nanoparticle with its structural parameters. Electron microscopy (EM) or atomic force microscopy (AFM) can provide detailed and high-resolution images of the nanoparticles and their physical parameters. Of all the nanoscale imaging techniques, SEM imaging has proven to be a simple yet effective means to obtain details about the morphology of a nanoparticle.[13] For assemblies of spherical nanoparticles, optical techniques based on the polarization effect have been used to determine the orientation of the aggregates.[14,15] However, for nanoparticles with anisotropic shapes, such as the Ag nanocubes used here, a more definite imaging technique like SEM is necessary.

2.2 Silver Nanocubes: Synthesis and Plasmonic Properties

2.2.1 Synthesis of Silver Nanocubes

In a typical synthesis, single-crystal Ag seeds in a spherical or cubic shape were first prepared using a polyol process developed in the Xia group that used silver trifluoroacetate (CF₃COOAg) as a precursor to elemental Ag.[16] The seeds were collected and then mixed with Ag nitrate (AgNO₃) in ethylene glycol at an elevated temperature to generate Ag nanocubes. Mechanistic studies indicated that oxidative etching played an important role in the seed-mediated growth of Ag nanocubes. When AgNO₃ was used for the polyol process, HNO₃ was formed during the synthesis,[17] which could serve as an oxidative etchant to block the homogeneous nucleation of Ag atoms and the evolution of single-crystal seeds into twinned nanoparticles.

The size of the resultant Ag nanocubes could be reliably controlled by any one of the following means: i) quenching the reaction once the LSPR peak had reached a specific position; ii) varying the amount of AgNO₃ precursor mixed with a specific quantity of Ag
Figure 2.1. UV-vis spectra calculated for Ag nanocubes with edge lengths of (a) 20 nm, (b) 50 nm, and (c) 90 nm. The contributions from the dipole and quadrupole resonances are compared. That calculated field enhancement is also plotted.[20] Adapted with permission from J. Phys. Chem. C. Copyright 2008 American Chemical Society.
seeds; and iii) varying the quantity of Ag seeds added into a specific amount of AgNO₃ precursor.[18] Typically, the LSPR was used as a reliable means for determining Ag nanocube size during the reaction.

### 2.3 The Effect of Nanocube Orientation and Laser Polarization on SERS

As explained in Chapter 1, the SERS phenomenon depends on the LSPR of the substrate, of which I will only be concerned with nanoparticles. If the nanoparticle is anisotropic, such as a cube or bar, it will have multiple LSPR peaks. For example, UV-vis absorbance spectroscopy reveals that Ag nanocubes have several LSPR peaks (Figure 2.1) reflecting the different resonance modes of Ag nanocubes.[19,20] The two peaks visible in smaller Ag nanocubes arise from the dipole resonance modes along the sides of the nanocube, which is split due to the sharp corners. The third peak that appears when the Ag nanocubes grow above 90 nm in edge length results from the quadrupole mode associated with the corners of the nanocube.[20,21] When the Ag nanocube is placed on a substrate, as in single particle SERS studies, there arises a separation between the modes distal and proximal to the substrate.[21] As a result, in single particle studies, the polarization and wavelength of the incident light matter to a great deal. Individual LSPR modes can be activated by aligning the resonance mode and the laser polarization, or matching the laser wavelength and the LSPR peak. If the wavelength of the laser is very close to the LSPR mode, the intensity of the electric field will be maximized, and the SERS spectra will experience its optimal EF, as the Xia group has demonstrated with Ag nanobars in Figure 2.2.[22] For Ag nanocubes, the SERS EFs were maximized when the face diagonal of the Ag nanocube was aligned parallel to the excitation laser polarization.[23]
Figure 2.2. The alignment of the polarization and wavelength of the incident laser with particular LSPR modes of Ag nanobars has a major impact on SERS enhancement. (a) An SEM image of a typical Ag nanobar with an aspect ratio of 2. The laser polarization angle, $\theta$, was defined relative to the longitudinal axis of the nanobar. The LSPR modes of nanobars are separated into longitudinal and transverse modes corresponding to its physical dimensions. The transverse LSPR peak is about 450 nm and the longitudinal LSPR peak is about 650 nm for this nanobar. (b) The SERS intensity plotted a function of $\theta$, with the fit to $\cos^4(\theta)$. When both the wavelength and polarization angle of the laser were aligned with the corresponding LSPR mode in the nanobar, SERS signals were maximized. (c,d) SERS spectra were plotted for the 514 nm and 785 nm lasers at different polarization angles.[22] Reprinted with permission from Langmuir. Copyright 2012, American Chemical Society.
Figure 2.3. The SERS enhancement map for a dimer of Ag nanocubes on the (a) outer face of the dimer and (b) gap between the faces of the Ag nanocubes. The sharp peaks are areas of great SERS enhancement, known as hot spots.[24] Adapted with permission from ACS Nano. Copyright 2010 American Chemical Society.

The orientation and shape of anisotropic nanoparticles will also influence the location and strength of the hot spots. Hot spots are small regions of exceptionally high E-fields typically resulting from an antenna-like effect at the sharp corners of Ag nanocubes or of the interaction of the LSPRs of two or more nanoparticles, as shown in Figure 2.3.[24] Molecules located in the hot spot will experience much greater enhancement than molecules located elsewhere. In theory, probing the hot spots could allow for the collection of SERS signal from a single molecule.[10,12]

2.4 Correlating SERS with Structural Parameters

Using SEM to image the Ag nanocubes is convenient because a variety of substrates
can be used, unlike other nanoscale imaging techniques like TEM. Preparation of SEM samples is also simple and they can be directly transferred into a Raman microscope. Here a Si wafer was used as the substrate but both Au and Ag substrates can also be used to further enhance the SERS signals.[12] A typical correlated SERS/SEM measurement is conducted by first recording the SERS spectra from nanoparticles that have been functionalized with probe molecules and then deposited on a substrate with registration marks. Afterwards, structural information about the nanoparticles is collected by SEM imaging.[12,25] This procedure is ineffective since it requires one to collect spectra from a large number of particles, only to find after SEM imaging that the majority of the data are useless. Obviously, it will be more efficient to know the morphology and orientation of the nanoparticle first so that collection of SERS spectra can be targeted.

The potential drawback of using SEM is that amorphous carbon will be deposited on the sample during exposure to the electron beam (e-beam) in a process known as electron beam-induced deposition (EBID).[26-31] The deposited amorphous carbon contaminates the surface, and could obstruct further functionalization of the nanoparticles with probe molecules, not to mention the introduction of unwanted background Raman signals. However, I found that choosing the SEM parameters wisely could reduce EBID, and that the deposited amorphous carbon could be removed using several simple ways.

2.4.1 The Effect of Carbon Deposition in SEM on SERS Spectra

In a simple demonstration of EBID, Ag nanocubes deposited on a TEM grid were imaged by the SEM at a tilt angle of 45° relative to the incoming e-beam. The faces of the nanocube exposed to the e-beam were coated with a noticeable carbon layer when viewed afterward head-on under TEM, as shown in Figure 2.4(a).[13] While EBID is useful for a
Figure 2.4. Deposition of carbon on Ag nanocubes during SEM imaging was confirmed by both TEM imaging and SERS measurements. (a) After SEM imaging at a 45° tilt angle (left), the Ag nanocube was imaged head-on in the TEM (right). Carbon was only deposited on the exposed faces, as indicated by the arrow in the inset. (b) SERS spectra taken from a single 100-nm Ag nanocube before (bottom trace) and after SEM imaging (top trace). The broad SERS peaks correspond to the bands of amorphous carbon. Each SERS spectrum represents the average from 15-20 similar Ag nanocubes, and one of them is shown in the inset (scale bar: 100 nm). The polarization of the excitation laser was parallel to the face diagonal of the Ag nanocube.[13] Reproduced by permission of the PCCP Owner Societies.

various applications,[26,28,32] it is a potential problem for SERS applications, which are extremely sensitive to surface contamination.

Prior to SERS measurements, SEM easily identified individual Ag nanocubes on a marked Si substrate with particular orientations allowing for targeted and more efficient experiments. Nanocubes with the side diagonal parallel to the laser polarization, as shown in the inset of Figure 2.4(b), were chosen due to the polarization dependence of LSPR excitation.[23] After SEM imaging, the average SERS spectrum collected from a set of Ag nanocubes shown in Figure 2.4(b) indicated that the material that had been deposited was
Figure 2.5. The SERS spectrum of 4-MBT adsorbed on the 100-nm Ag nanocubes before SEM imaging (a) was retained after SEM imaging (b). However, the background from deposition of carbon was detected under the 4-MBT peaks after SEM imaging (b). The SERS peaks from 4-MBT were at 1077 cm\(^{-1}\), a combination of the benzene ring breathing and CH in-plane bending modes, and at 1583 cm\(^{-1}\), the benzene ring C-C stretching. The broad peak from 930-1000 cm\(^{-1}\) was from the Si substrate, and was used to normalize all the spectra. Each SERS spectrum represents the average from 15-20 similar Ag nanocubes with similar orientation relative to laser polarization. The SEM was operated at 15 kV, with a current of 0.24 nA. [13] Reproduced by permission of the PCCP Owner Societies.

essentially amorphous carbon. The two major features in this spectrum were the broad peaks centered at 1580 and 1340 cm\(^{-1}\), which can be assigned to the \(E_{2g}\) zone center mode of graphite (or G-band) and the disorder-induced band (or D-band), respectively.[31-36]

As shown in Figure 2.5, if the Ag nanocubes were first functionalized with 4-MBT, the SERS signals from 4-MBT on those nanocubes were still detectable even after EBID. The deposited carbon did not cause any major changes to the SERS peaks of 4-MBT; the intensity of the peak at 1077 cm\(^{-1}\), a combination of the benzene ring breathing and CH in-plane bending modes (7a vibrational mode),[37-39] remained the same before and after the deposition of amorphous carbon. The other major peak at 1583 cm\(^{-1}\), the benzene ring C-C stretching (8a vibrational mode),[38,39] did not show any increase in intensity, but rather was superimposed on the background spectrum from carbon.
These observations imply that the deposition of amorphous carbon came from vapor phase hydrocarbon contaminants in the vacuum chamber, and it was not caused by degradation of the probe molecules adsorbed on the surface of a Ag nanocube. These results are additionally supported by a body of research indicating that self-assembled monolayers (SAMs) of aromatic compounds were more stable than aliphatic SAMs under the irradiation of low-energy electrons.[40,41] Instead of breaking down the probes, the e-beam might just cross-link adjacent carbon rings.[40,41] Note that the beam energy used in my study was even lower than what were used in many of the prior cross-linking studies (15 kV compared to 50 kV), suggesting that the level of cross-linking was low enough to not affect the SERS spectra.

Since the 4-MBT monolayer was not disturbed by the deposition of amorphous carbon during SEM imaging, SERS probe molecules with strong peaks outside the range of the carbon background, and preferably aromatic compounds, can be intentionally chosen for correlated SEM/SERS analysis. It should be pointed out that there are many cases where functionalization of nanoparticles should be performed after SEM imaging. In order to determine the impact of the amorphous carbon on the ability to functionalize the Ag nanocubes post SEM imaging, I investigated the dependence of carbon deposition on e-beam current and exposure time, and then evaluated its impact on the SERS signals coming from the probe molecules.[26-28]

I initially considered the effect of e-beam exposure time on the deposition of carbon. I found that more carbon was deposited onto the surface of the Ag nanocubes when the e-beam exposure time was increased, as shown by the TEM images in Figure 2.6(a). As expected, the SERS signals from carbon also increased dramatically with the exposure time.
Figure 2.6. (a) TEM images of Ag nanocubes (i) that had not been exposed to the e-beam, and after exposure to the e-beam at 15 kV and 0.24 nA for (ii) 1 min, (iii) 5 min, and (iv) 15 min. All scale bars are 50 nm. (b) The duration of exposure of Ag nanocubes to the e-beam affects not only the amount of carbon deposited, but also the capability of the Ag nanocubes for functionalization. The individual 100-nm Ag nanocubes on a Si substrate were exposed to the e-beam for 1, 5, and 10 min, at a voltage of 15 kV and a current of 0.24 nA. The samples were then immersed in 1 mM 4-MBT for functionalization for 1 h prior to recording of the SERS spectra.[13] Reproduced by permission of the PCCP Owner Societies.
as shown in Figure 2.6(b). This thicker layer of carbon made it more difficult for 4-MBT molecules to access the Ag surface during modification, and Figure 2.6(b) shows that the SERS signals from 4-MBT became very weak even just after 5 min of EBID.

Besides exposure time, the e-beam current was found to have an impact on the deposition of carbon. Three substrates with Ag nanocubes deposited were first imaged in the SEM for 1 min at currents of 0.24, 0.49, and 1 nA prior to functionalization with 4-MBT (Figure 2.7). While the SERS intensities of the amorphous carbon peaks did not change significantly between the three samples, the intensities from 4-MBT decreased as the current was increased, suggesting that fewer 4-MBT molecules were able to access the Ag surface. Increasing beam current generally resulted in a higher rate of carbon deposition.

![Graph showing SERS intensities at different currents](image)

**Figure 2.7.** Three different samples of Ag nanocubes were imaged in the SEM at three different currents of 0.24, 0.49, and 1 nA. After imaging, the samples were functionalized with 4-MBT (1 mM in ethanol) for 1 h. The SERS intensity of 4-MBT on Ag nanocubes imaged at higher currents was much lower than those imaged at a lower current, but all showed broad peaks from amorphous carbon with the same intensities between 1340 and 1580 cm$^{-1}$. The peak at 1077 cm$^{-1}$ represents a combination of the benzene ring breathing and CH bending modes from 4-MBT. The scale bar is 100 counts.[13] Reproduced by permission of the PCCP Owner Societies.
until a point of saturation was reached.[29] The currents used in this study were higher than the saturation point, which was reported to be around 0.1 nA.[29,30] Since there were no observable changes to the carbon SERS intensity or carbon layer thickness, the decreased accessibility of 4-MBT to the Ag surface is likely related to a scenario in which nanocubes imaged at a higher beam current might have a denser film of carbon deposited on the surface. If deposition of carbon is not the goal, the impact of EBID on the SERS measurements can be reduced by minimizing the current used and shortening the time exposed to the e-beam when the sample is imaged under SEM.

2.4.2 Removal and Replacement of Amorphous Carbon

In addition to manipulation of the conditions under which the SEM images are taken, I would ideally remove the deposited carbon to greatly reduce its SERS background and simultaneously improve the ability of SERS probes to access the Ag surface. It is obvious from Figures 2.6 and 2.7 that simply immersing the sample for a short period of time in a dilute solution of thiol-based analyte was not enough to remove the carbon layer. However, it is highly possible to replace the deposited amorphous carbon with a thiol molecule that can form a SAM on Ag surface.[33] Incorporating a series of washing steps into the functionalization process can potentially lead to complete removal of the carbon, while forming a SAM of the analyte.

To replace carbon with thiol molecules, only the Ag nanocubes with diagonal orientations were located using the SEM operating at the standard settings (15 kV, 1 min, 0.24 nA), and then the entire substrate was immersed in a 1 mM solution of 4-MBT in ethanol. After 1 min, the substrate was removed from the 4-MBT solution, rinsed with ethanol and deionized (DI) water, and SERS spectra were collected from the imaged Ag
Figure 2.8. The amorphous carbon could be removed by repeatedly immersing the samples in a thiol or toluene solution in ethanol and then washing with ethanol and DI water. Prior to SERS measurements, the Ag nanocubes were imaged using the SEM on a Si substrate (1 min, 15 kV, 0.24 nA). (a) A schematic of the experimental process. The SERS spectra collected over time from the SEM-imaged Ag nanocubes after immersion in (b) a 4-MBT solution and (c) a toluene solution showed a marked decrease in signal from carbon after just 10 min immersion and essential disappearance after 30 min. The scale bars in both (b) and (c) are 100 counts.[13] Reproduced by permission of the PCCP Owner Societies.

nanocubes. The substrate was returned to the 4-MBT solution for another 9 min, or for a total immersion time of 10 min. The process was repeated as schematically illustrated in Figure 2.8(a), and the SERS spectra shown in Figure 2.8(b) indicate that after only 10 min, the signals from the amorphous carbon were substantially reduced, and essentially disappeared after a total of 30 min. This observation demonstrated that the carbon layer was not bound strongly to the Ag surface. Interestingly, I found that the carbon layer could also be washed away by toluene using a procedure similar to what was used for the 4-MBT solution, as shown in Figure 2.8(c).
When 4-MBT was used, the strength of the Ag-S bond was able to overcome the Ag-C interaction. The surface of a Ag nanocube was simultaneously cleaned and functionalized for SERS measurements. The toluene most likely acted as a good solvent for the amorphous carbon. Since the expected SERS signals were not detected from the Ag nanocubes after toluene treatment,[42] the toluene molecules did not adsorb onto the surface, but washed off the carbon, and presumably left behind an exposed Ag surface available for the adsorption of other SERS probes.

In addition to the aforementioned two methods, plasma etching was also found to be capable of removing much of the amorphous carbon layer (see the experimental details in Section 2.6.2 for complete procedure). After imaging two samples of Ag nanocubes on a Si wafer with the standard SEM protocol, one of them was directly functionalized with 4-MBT, while the other was plasma etched for 4 min and then functionalized. The short exposure time was effective in removing the carbon while minimizing the oxidation of Ag.

![Figure 2.9](image)

**Figure 2.9.** Much of the amorphous carbon was removed through plasma etching. After SEM imaging, the Ag nanocubes were derivatized with 4-MBT directly (red) or subjected to plasma etching for 4 min prior to functionalization (blue). As a control, Ag nanocubes with no e-beam exposure were functionalized and included for comparison (black).[13] Reproduced by permission of the PCCP Owner Societies.
Figure 2.9 shows that without plasma etching, amorphous carbon provided a strong background which made the SERS signal from 4-MBT difficult to detect. After plasma etching, this background was greatly reduced, indicating the removal of most of the carbon layer. The spectrum from 4-MBT was nearly identical when collected from the plasma treated sample and from the negative control sample, which was not exposed to SEM or plasma, confirming that the Ag nanocubes were not adversely affected by the plasma treatment. It should be pointed out that the conditions for functionalizing particles and collecting SERS spectra were the same for both Figure 2.5 (curve a) and Figure 2.9. The difference in intensity for the SERS peaks can be attributed to the fact that the nanocubes used to generate the data for Figure 2.9 were from the same original batch as those used in Figure 2.5, only they had been stored in aqueous suspension for several months. It is well documented that this aging process contributes to rounding of the corners of the cubes.\cite{16, 43} As a result, the SERS spectra tend to be less intense due to the diminishing intensity of the hot spot.\cite{43}

## 2.5 Summary

For SERS to be valuable for biosensing, the EFs must be optimized, ensuring high sensitivity for unlabeled detection and high efficiency for labeled detection. Detecting single molecules is the ultimate goal of many fundamental SERS studies, and understanding the link between the structural parameters of a SERS substrate and the resulting SERS EFs is the key. Imaging nanocubes on a substrate prior to collecting SERS measurements is the most effective way for performing correlated SERS studies, and also for checking the quality of SERS substrates in biosensing applications. Using the SEM is
the simplest, most efficient imaging modality for this purpose, and I found that the background signals from the EBID that results from using the SEM can be mitigated by washing the substrate, or using plasma cleaning. The EBID can be reduced by optimizing SEM settings such as beam current and exposure time, as well.

2.6 Experimental Details

2.6.1 Preparation of Ag Nanocubes for Use as SERS Substrates

The Ag nanocubes were synthesized using a seed-mediated growth method.[18] In brief, single-crystal, Ag spherical seeds of 30 nm in diameter were prepared by reducing silver trifluoroacetate (CF$_3$COOAg, Aldrich) to elemental silver in ethylene glycol (EG, J. T. Baker). The seeds were then allowed to grow in the presence of silver nitrate (AgNO$_3$, Aldrich) and poly(vinyl pyrrolidone) (PVP, M$_W$ ≈ 55,000, Aldrich) as the Ag precursor and capping agent, respectively. The edge length could be controlled by varying the length of the reaction time or the concentration of AgNO$_3$ added.[18] For obtaining 100-nm Ag nanocubes, the reaction was quenched with an ice-water bath when the major LSPR peak reached 585 nm. The Ag nanocubes were washed first with acetone, and then three times with DI water to remove excess EG and PVP. The final product was suspended in ethanol at a typical concentration of $10^{10}$-$10^{11}$ particles/mL for further use.

The seeds and 100-nm Ag nanocubes were characterized by a UV-vis spectrometer (Varian, Cary 50), a SEM (FEI, Nova NanoSEM 2300) operated at an accelerating voltage of 15 kV, and a TEM (FEI, G2 Spirit) operated at 120 kV.

2.6.2 SERS Substrate Preparation and SEM Imaging

The samples for SERS measurements were prepared by drop-casting a dilute (at a concentration of $10^7$ particles/mL) suspension of Ag nanocubes in ethanol onto a small
piece of Si wafer containing registration marks. Unless otherwise specified, functionalization of the 100-nm Ag nanocubes with 4-MBT (Sigma) was carried out by submerging the entire Si substrate in a 4-MBT solution in ethanol (1.0 mM) for 60 min either before or after SEM imaging. Functionalization for SERS measurements at different time points was performed by submerging the sample for 1 min in a 1 mM solution of either 4-MBT or toluene (Aldrich), then washing with copious amounts of ethanol and DI water. After taking the SERS spectra, the substrate was returned to the solution of 4-MBT or toluene. This process was repeated such that the substrate experienced cumulative exposure time to the solution of 10 min and 30 min. The SEM was typically operated at an accelerating voltage of 15 kV with a beam current of 0.24 nA. In a current dependent study, I also used e-beam currents of 0.49 nA and 1 nA. Exposure time was typically 1 min, but in some cases varied as noted. Plasma etching was employed as a possible means to remove the carbon coating. Samples were exposed to the plasma for 4 min with the power being set to “high”.

TEM imaging was also used to observe the carbon deposited on the Ag nanocubes during SEM imaging. In this case, a small volume of the Ag nanocubes suspended in ethanol was dropped onto a standard Cu TEM grid and allowed to dry. Small areas of the Cu grid were then imaged by the SEM using the standard settings for exposure times ranging from 1 to 15 min. The same areas of the Cu grid were then imaged using the TEM to confirm the variation in thickness for the deposited carbon.

2.6.3 Correlated SEM/SERS Measurements

The SERS spectra were recorded using a Renishaw inVia confocal Raman spectrometer coupled with a Leica microscope with a 50x objective (NA = 0.09). The
The excitation wavelength used was 514 nm generated by an Ar laser (5 mW) equipped with a holographic notch filter with a grating of 1200 lines/mm. The backscattered Raman signals were collected on a thermoelectrically cooled (−60 °C) CCD detector. Individual Ag nanocubes that had been targeted by SEM imaging were located on the substrate under dark-field illumination. Spectra were collected at 0.5 mW for 45 sec from each Ag nanocube. All SERS plots represent an average of the spectra acquired from 15-20 individual nanocubes of approximately the same size and orientation.

Data processing for the SERS spectra was performed using OriginPro v. 8.5.1, Student version (OriginLab, Corp., Northampton, MA). All data was baseline-corrected by subtracting the minimum from the data. The spectra were normalized to the peak of Si at 920-1000 cm\(^{-1}\).
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CHAPTER 3: SERS AS A TOOL FOR MOLECULAR DETECTION

3.1 Introduction

Applications in nanomedicine frequently require that the surfaces of the nanoparticles are functionalized with some specific molecules. The type and purpose of this surface modification varies by application, as demonstrated in Figure 3.1. For example, linker molecules typically modify nanoparticle surfaces prior to attaching targeting moieties like antibodies or peptides.\cite{1} There are also reactive molecules such as “smart” polymers that are sensitive to environmental changes such as pH or temperature and perform a controlled task such as the release of encapsulated drug.\cite{2,3} Finally, coatings may be introduced to improve the biocompatibility and toxicity effects of the nanoparticles and mitigate uptake by macrophages in the reticuloendothelial system (RES).\cite{4-6}

When inorganic nanoparticles are used, there is another reason why the surface must be modified. The synthesis of nanoparticles leaves a residue on the surface in the form of surfactants or capping agents used to control the nanoparticle growth and stability. This residue may interfere with the function of the nanoparticle, cause aggregation and instability \textit{in vivo}, and in some cases, may even be toxic.\cite{6,7}

3.2 Nanoparticle Surfaces and Capping Agents

Capping agents are macromolecules or ions such as PVP, bromide, or citrate used in nanoparticle synthesis to control its shape during growth by stabilizing certain crystal facets.\cite{8-10} Stabilization results from the strong interactions between the capping agent and metal atoms of a particular crystal facet, thus controlling the relative growth rates of different types of facets. The strong interactions means the capping agents remain on the
Figure 3.1. Different types of nanoparticle coatings used in nanomedicine. The surface of nanoparticles is most commonly modified with molecules which serve (a) to attach the targeting ligands, (b) for controlled release of drugs, and (c) to stabilize nanoparticles and control biodistribution.[1,2,5]

Since some capping agents are toxic to cells, it is important to confirm that the capping agent is completely removed and replaced by the addition of a functional polymer layer before the nanoparticles can be used for in vitro or in vivo experiments.[4,7] For nontoxic capping agents such as PVP, confirmation of its complete removal is still necessary to enable quantification of the attached functional groups, such as antibodies. As a sensitive, surface-localized technique, SERS is uniquely suited to this task.

3.3 Types of Nanoparticle Coatings Needed in Medical Applications

The three basic functions of surface coatings needed in nanomedicine are linking, acting, and stabilizing, as shown in Figure 3.1. Nanoparticles designed for a particular
application may utilize any combination of these three types of surface modification.

Linkers are important for all nanoparticle applications involving targeting. Polymers or other molecules with reactive end groups are often used to anchor antibodies, peptides, SiRNA, and other targeting moieties to the nanoparticle surface.13-15] Active targeting can improve the tumor uptake of nanoparticles significantly, and functionalization by bioactive molecules is also a key step for the development of plasmonic-based biosensors.16-18]

The active coating typically involves polymers which are sensitive to changes in the local environment. In biomedical applications, these typically involve changes in pH or temperature. At elevated temperatures caused by thermal ablation, a coating of temperature-sensitive polymers will shrink and become more hydrophobic, and thus may be used for controlled activities such as drug release.19,20] For controlled release of drugs when taken up by cells, pH sensitive coatings which break down in the acidic environment of an endosome or lysosome are employed.19,21] Other molecular coatings may have regions sensitive to protease breakdown to facilitate the activity in vivo.22,23]

The stabilizers are likely needed for nearly all nanomedicine applications. The stabilizer layer improves biocompatibility by preventing nanoparticles from aggregation and improving blood circulation time. It also helps to reduce the uptake of the nanoparticles by the macrophages in the RES. Stabilizers typically come in the form of poly(ethylene glycol) (PEG),5,6] but can also be more advanced systems for cloaking and targeting by coating the nanoparticles with cell membrane materials.24]

Confirming the success of surface modification for plasmonic nanoparticles can be as simple as observing a shift in the LSPR as a result of a change in the dielectric constant of
the environment surrounding the nanoparticles. However, in order to ensure complete removal of the capping agent and potentially toxic surfactants, a more quantitative approach like SERS is necessary.[25]

3.4 Kinetics of Ligand Exchange on the Surface of Silver Nanocubes

Thanks to the localized surface nature of SERS detection, this technique can be used to monitor changes on the surface of a nanoparticle during functionalization as the capping agent or surfactant is exchanged for the functional polymer layer. If either the capping agent or the functional group has strong SERS signals, the replacement reaction can be monitored by measuring changes in the SERS signal intensity over time. Understanding the kinetics of various surface modification reactions can also streamline future research experimentation and manufacturing processes.

3.4.1 Detection of Poly(vinyl pyrrolidone) by SERS

When synthesizing Ag nanocubes, like those shown in Figure 3.2(a), PVP is used as a capping agent. The cubic shape develops due to a stronger interaction between PVP, shown in the inset in Figure 3.2(b), and the {100} facets of silver, slowing down the growth of these facets relative to others.[10,11,26,27] This interaction is thought to occur between the Ag atoms and the carbonyl group located on the pyrrolidone ring.[28] Therefore, the SERS spectrum of PVP adsorbed on the Ag surface will exhibit strong enhancement for the C=O stretching vibration.[11,25] In the ordinary Raman spectrum of PVP shown in Figure 3.2(b), this peak appears at 1670 cm$^{-1}$. When bound to the surface of Ag nanoparticles, however, there is a discrepancy in the literature over the peak position of this carbonyl group. Some have shown that this peak was slightly shifted down to the range of 1605-1630 cm$^{-1}$,[29] while others have identified this peak in the range of 1750-1769
Figure 3.2. (A) TEM image of the 60-nm Ag nanocubes used for the solution-phase replacement reaction. Scale bar: 60 nm. (B) Ordinary Raman spectrum of solid PVP (black) and SERS spectrum of PVP adsorbed on the surface of the 60-nm Ag nanocubes suspended in an aqueous solution (red). The inset shows the chemical structure of PVP. The vertical scale bar represents 125 counts. The strongest SERS peak at 1760 cm\(^{-1}\) can be assigned to the C=O stretch. (C) SERS spectra in the carbonyl region of PVP from aqueous suspensions of Ag nanoparticles synthesized with PVP, PDMAm, citrate, PVA, and PEG, respectively, as capping agents. Scale bar: 1000 counts.\(^{[25]}\) Reprinted with permission from J. Phys. Chem. C. Copyright 2012, American Chemical Society.

In the SERS spectrum I obtained from an aqueous suspension of Ag nanocubes, there was a strong peak at 1760 cm\(^{-1}\), see Figure 3.2(b), which most likely belongs to the carbonyl groups in PVP.\(^{[30,31]}\)

To confirm that the strong peak at 1760 cm\(^{-1}\) is indeed associated with the C=O groups in PVP, Ag nanoparticles were synthesized in water by reducing AgNO\(_3\) in the presence of PVP, citrate, poly(N,N-dimethyl acrylamide) (PDMAm), poly(vinyl alcohol) (PVA), and PEG, respectively. Figure 3.2(c) shows the SERS spectra recorded from the as-prepared, aqueous suspensions of these different samples, where the peak at 1760 cm\(^{-1}\) was only present for the nanoparticles synthesized in the presence of PVP as a stabilizer. The peak at 1710 cm\(^{-1}\) observed for nanoparticles synthesized in the presence of PDMAm is representative of a carboxylic acid group after hydrolysis of the amide.\(^{[32]}\) The other SERS
Table 3.1. Assignments of peaks for the SERS and ordinary Raman spectra.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Raman shift$^a$</th>
<th>SERS band assignment$^b$</th>
<th>Raman band assignment$^c$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1225</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>CH$_2$ twisting vibration</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1300</td>
<td>CH$_2$ wagging, C-N stretching$^c$</td>
<td>CH$_2$ wagging</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1425</td>
<td>CH$_2$ vibration</td>
<td>CH$_2$ scissor vibration</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1450</td>
<td>CH$_2$ scissor vibration</td>
<td>CH$_2$ scissor vibration</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1490</td>
<td>C’-N stretching$^c$</td>
<td>C’-N stretching</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1670</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>C=O, C’-N stretch (amide I)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1760</td>
<td>C=O stretch</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

$^a$ Wavenumber in cm$^{-1}$. $^b$ Ref 20. $^c$ Refs 5, 27, C’=carbonyl carbon.

Reprinted with permission from J. Phys. Chem. C. Copyright 2012, American Chemical Society.

peaks from the nanocubes could also be attributed to PVP, as outlined in Table 3.1.

Compared to the ordinary Raman spectrum taken from a pure, solid PVP, shown in Figure 3.2(b), many of the CH$_2$ vibrations in the range 1300-1450 cm$^{-1}$ are in agreement, as well as the N-C stretching for the carbonyl carbon.[30] The carbonyl band at 1760 cm$^{-1}$ is the strongest, and also the most important because it corresponds to a moiety that directly interacts with the surface of Ag nanocubes.[28]

In addition to those carbonyl groups directly binding to the Ag surface, other carbonyl groups in the PVP layer may also contribute to the observed SERS peak if they are sufficiently close to the metal surface. The orientations of these carbonyl groups with respect to the Ag surface may affect the intensity of the SERS peak.[29] This is supported by the observation that the intensity of the carbonyl peak decreased when measured from a dry film of Ag nanocubes, as shown in Figure 3.3(a, c, e, g). As the layer of PVP was dried, it is likely that the polymer collapsed due to the removal of hydrogen bonding with water, causing the carbonyl groups to lay parallel to the Ag surface. When the surface was
Figure 3.3. The carbonyl SERS peak intensity fluctuated depending on if the Ag nanocubes on a substrate were dried (a, c, e, g) or wet with water (b, d, f, h). The spectra were collected from the same approximate area of a film of 60-nm Ag nanocubes through 4 cycles of drying and wetting. Scale bar: 250 counts. [25] Reprinted with permission from J. Phys. Chem. C. Copyright 2012, American Chemical Society.

re-wetted, the polymer was hydrated again and the carbonyl groups returned to a perpendicular orientation with the surface,[29] resulting in an increase for the SERS signal, shown in Figure 3.3(b, d, f, h). As Figure 3.3 demonstrates, this phenomenon could be observed repeatedly and reproducibly when SERS spectra were taken after 4 cycles of wetting and drying of the same film of Ag nanocubes.

3.4.2 Replacement of the PVP on Ag Nanocubes

Replacement of PVP by other functional groups will actively disrupt the carbonyl interaction with the surface, so I expected the intensity of SERS signals from PVP would be dramatically diminished over the course of this replacement. Cysteamine and methoxy-terminated poly(ethylene glycol) thiol (mPEG-SH) were used to replace the PVP in two separate experiments because they formed hydrophilic monolayers on Ag nanocubes so
that SERS measurements could be conducted in aqueous solutions. In addition, neither of these two thiols contained a carbonyl group, so only the carbonyl groups in PVP contributed to the SERS peak at 1760 cm\(^{-1}\). The replacement of PVP was carried out with Ag nanocubes of 60 nm in edge length, which yielded stronger signals at 1760 cm\(^{-1}\) compared to smaller nanocubes, providing greater sensitivity for monitoring the intensity change over time. Figure 3.4 shows that the intensity of the carbonyl peak at 1760 cm\(^{-1}\) decreased with time during replacement. Since mPEG-SH is much larger than cysteamine, the rate of replacement was slower as expected and shown in Figure 3.5. This dependence on ligand size can be attributed to the difference in rate of diffusion for the two types of

![Figure 3.4](image_url)

**Figure 3.4.** SERS spectra of Ag nanocubes in aqueous suspensions showing the replacement of PVP with (a) cysteamine and (b) mPEG-SH over time. The intensity of the C=O stretching peak at 1760 cm\(^{-1}\) decreased over time as PVP was removed from the surface in favor of a stronger Ag-thiolate bond. The SERS spectra were acquired: (i) before adding the thiol, and (ii) 5 min, (iii) 10 min, (iv) 30 min and (v) 60 min after incubation with 1 \(\mu\)M solution of cysteamine (ethanolic) or mPEG-SH (aqueous), respectively. To confirm replacement by thiols, (c) a control sample of Ag nanocubes in water was monitored over the same time-frame. There was no change in the amplitude of the C=O stretching peak in this sample, indicating thiol replacement was the cause behind the reduction in (a) and (b). The spectra are shifted vertically for clarity, and the scale bars represent 50 counts.[25] Reprinted with permission from J. Phys. Chem. C. Copyright 2012, American Chemical Society.
Figure 3.5. The relationship between the SERS peak intensity at 1760 cm\(^{-1}\) and the replacement time for cysteamine (black) and mPEG-SH (red) is modeled as the exponential decay of SERS signal intensity from PVP as the thiol molecules form a monolayer on the nanocrystal surface. The fitting curves were obtained based on a linear regression to a Langmuir desorption model (Equation 3.1). When the mPEG-SH data-point at t = 10 min was omitted from the fitting analysis, the fit was excellent, with an \(r^2\) of 0.99. Calculations of peak areas were made on the peak centered at 1760 cm\(^{-1}\) alone. The values were normalized after fitting for comparison. The fitting parameters and chemical structures of mPEG-SH and cysteamine are inset. The value of \(n\) for the mPEG-SH used was approximately 111.\[25\] Reprinted with permission from J. Phys. Chem. C. Copyright 2012, American Chemical Society.

The change in SERS intensity over time resembled the Langmuir adsorption curve,\[33\] which describes the formation of a monolayer on a surface. Typically the Langmuir curve is used to model an increase in signal amplitude over time as the monolayer formation is monitored.\[33,34\] However, I tracked desorption of PVP in this study, or a decrease in signal over time,\[35\] due to the formation of a monolayer by a different molecule. I therefore modeled the dependence of SERS signals on time using the following format of the Langmuir adsorption curve:

\[
I = A_1 + A_2 e^{kt} \quad (3.1)
\]
where $A_1$ represents the initial signal intensity of the peak before functionalization and $t$ is time. Assuming that the dissociation of thiols from the surface is negligible, $k$ and $A_2$ are the fitting parameters for a linear regression of the data points, where $k$ represents the binding constant of the thiol and $A_2$ represents the saturation surface coverage of the thiol, with respect to thiol concentration. Figure 3.5 shows that the decrease of SERS signals from PVP over time indeed follows this relationship, and the fit to the exponential decay curve was reasonably good. The SERS peak of PVP on a control sample of Ag nanocubes where no ligand was added did not show any change with time, as shown in Figure 3.4(c).

Due to the covalent nature of the Ag-thiolate bond, replacement of PVP by thiol molecules tends to occur rapidly and thoroughly.[34,36,37] I therefore used a very low
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**Figure 3.6.** SERS spectra showing the complete removal of PVP from the surface of 60-nm Ag cubes. After incubation with 1 μM solutions of (a) cysteamine and (b) mPEG-SH for 60 min (top trace in each panel), PVP was greatly reduced, but not completely removed. The bottom trace in each panel shows the spectrum recorded after thorough washing with water and incubation again for 30 min with fresh 1 μM solutions of cysteamine and mPEG-SH, respectively, completely removing the remaining PVP. The spectra were shifted vertically for clarity, and both scale bars represent 15 counts.[25] Reprinted with permission from J. Phys. Chem. C. Copyright 2012, American Chemical Society.
thiol concentration (1 μM) in order to slow down the reaction so that the change in SERS intensity could be detected. However, at this low concentration of ligand, the equilibrium between PVP bound to the surface and PVP free in solution was shifted toward a surface bound state,[38] and thus a small fraction of PVP remained on the surface. By exposing the surface of Ag nanocubes partially covered by thiol to a fresh solution of thiol, the remaining PVP could be completely removed from the surface (Figure 3.6), indicating that the entire surface was now covered by a monolayer of the thiol ligand. For SERS applications, especially in the detection of molecules on a single particle, the equilibrium can be reached in one replacement step by using the thiol at a higher concentration (Figure 3.7). The replacement of PVP by cysteamine or mPEG-SH was also confirmed using absorption spectroscopy, which shows a blue shift in the LSPR peak of the Ag nanocubes after the replacement (Figure 3.8).

The replacement of PVP by thiol molecules can also be observed on the single nanoparticle level. The SERS spectrum of PVP on single Ag nanocubes was extremely weak. In addition to the fact that single particle studies are conducted in the dry state, a single nanocube does not provide a large enough number of PVP molecules or carbonyl groups, which is not a strongly Raman active group. I therefore monitored the signal increase of 1,4-BDT, a strongly Raman active molecule, which also increased over time according to the conventional Langmuir adsorption model (Figure 3.9). This new result confirms the observations made in solution-phase measurements, and results from other studies that used benzenethiol molecules.[34]

Previous SERS studies of PVP have mostly focused on characterizing its spectrum,[28,39,32] but these papers suggest a strong dependence on the properties of
Figure 3.7. Comparison of two protocols for measuring the decrease in SERS peak intensity for PVP during replacement with mPEG-SH. (a) Protocol 1: Aliquots (20 μL) from a stock solution of Ag nanocubes and mPEG-SH were removed at different time points and washed. Each sample was re-suspended with 50 μL water to collect the SERS spectrum. (b) Protocol 2: A single stock solution of Ag nanocubes and mPEG-SH was used for each of the SERS measurements at different time points. The vertical scale bars are 100 counts.[25] Reprinted with permission from J. Phys. Chem. C. Copyright 2012, American Chemical Society.

Figure 3.8. UV-vis absorption spectra of the 60-nm Ag nanocubes before (black) and after functionalization with each of the two thiols, cysteamine (red) and mPEG-SH (blue). The major resonance peak for Ag nanocubes functionalized with thiols exhibited a slight blue shift as a result of the change in environment compared to the PVP coating. There seemed to be some aggregation for the Ag nanocubes functionalized with cysteamine, as indicated by the appearance of a shoulder around 550 nm.[25] Reprinted with permission from J. Phys. Chem. C. Copyright 2012, American Chemical Society.
Figure 3.9. (a) Representative SERS spectrum of 1,4-BDT on a single Ag nanocube deposited on a Si substrate after 60 min of functionalization. The strongest peak at 1560 cm\(^{-1}\) corresponds to the phenyl ring stretching mode. Other bands representative of 1,4-BDT are the CH bending at 1181 cm\(^{-1}\) and interactions between the Ag surface and the benzene ring from 1046-1090 cm\(^{-1}\). The broad band from 920-1000 cm\(^{-1}\) came from the Si substrate. The vertical scale bar represents 100 counts. The Ag nanocubes were 110 ± 5 nm in edge length. (b) A plot of the intensity of SERS peak at 1560 cm\(^{-1}\) as a function of the reaction time. The increase in SERS signal intensity was fitted to a Langmuir adsorption curve (\(r^2 = 0.98\)).[25] Reprinted with permission from J. Phys. Chem. C. Copyright 2012, American Chemical Society.
metal substrates, including size, shape, and type of metal as well as PVP concentration. PVP by itself is therefore not a reliable Raman reporter molecule. Most SERS studies using metal colloids as substrates neglected the presence of capping molecules by focusing on the adsorption of Raman reporter molecules and the value of enhancement factors. [11,30,40,41] This study bridges the gap between these types of studies by demonstrating the utility of SERS measurements of capping agents such as PVP for ensuring the complete functionalization of the nanoparticle substrate, and confirming that it can be effectively replaced by more reliable Raman reporters for various SERS applications.

3.5 Summary

SERS has the potential to serve as a valuable research tool in nanomedicine. I demonstrated that SERS can be used to monitor changes in the surface chemistry of nanoparticles. Since surface chemistry plays a critical role in nanomedicine, the information provided by SERS would allow researchers to develop nanomedicine applications quickly and efficiently, and with greater confidence that the surface chemistry is appropriate and matches their hypotheses. SERS was used here to monitor the replacement of residual capping agents by functional layers of polymers on the surfaces of Ag nanocubes. This reaction occurs in agreement with the Langmuir adsorption model for monolayer formation. Accordingly, reaction times and rates can be accurately predicted and modeled for a variety of surface ligands.
3.6 Experimental Details

3.6.1 Synthesis of Silver Nanoparticles Used as Control Samples

The synthesis of Ag nanocubes was the same as what was described in Chapter 2, Section 6.1. The spherical Ag nanoparticles were synthesized to compare the SERS spectra of capping agents different from what was used for the Ag nanocubes. In a typical synthesis, 10 mL of an aqueous solution (2 mM) of sodium borohydride (NaBH₄, Sigma Aldrich) was stirred vigorously on ice while 3.33 mL of aqueous AgNO₃ solution (5 mM) was added. To stabilize the growth of the Ag nanoparticles, 1.67 mL of a 1% solution of a capping agent was added immediately after the addition of AgNO₃. The polymers used were PVA (Sigma Aldrich), PDMAm (Scientific Polymer Products), PEG (Sigma Aldrich), and PVP. In addition, citrate-stabilized Ag nanoparticles were synthesized by adding 1 mL of a 1% aqueous solution of sodium citrate (Sigma Aldrich) to 50 mL of boiling AgNO₃ (1 mM). All samples were washed three times with DI water. SEM images showed polycrystalline Ag nanoparticles with broad size distributions other than the samples of Ag nanocubes were produced.

3.6.2 Functionalization of Silver Nanocubes

Silver nanocubes were functionalized with several different ligands over the course of this study. To monitor the replacement of PVP, Ag nanocubes of 60 nm in edge length were functionalized with cysteamine (Aldrich) or mPEG-SH (MW ≈ 5,000, Laysan Bio, Inc.). Equal volumes of as-prepared Ag nanocubes dispersed in DI water were mixed with an aqueous mPEG-SH solution so there was a final thiol concentration of 1 μM and a final Ag nanocube concentration of approximately 5x10⁹ particles/mL in a total volume of 140 μL. After 5, 10, 30 and 60 min, 20 μL aliquots were removed from the vial, injected into
1.5 ml centrifuge tubes, and immediately diluted with DI water. The cubes were washed twice in water with centrifugation to remove any unbound mPEG-SH, and were then re-suspended in 50 μL of DI water. A SERS spectrum was taken from each aqueous suspension in order to monitor the decrease in PVP signal over time. To confirm that the centrifugation steps did not affect the overall concentration of Ag nanocubes and resulting SERS signal intensity, I compared this method to a second protocol for surface functionalization. In protocol 2, the Raman data was collected at different time points from a single suspension of Ag nanocubes mixed with mPEG-SH (see Figures 3.7 and 3.10). There were no measurable differences in the SERS signal intensity changes over time between the two protocols (Figure 3.7) and UV-vis absorbance confirmed that the

![Figure 3.10. UV-vis absorption spectra of the Ag nanocubes involved in the comparison of two different PVP replacement protocols shown in Figure 3.7. Only one sample from protocol 1 (taken at 30 min) experienced a significant loss of Ag nanocubes due to washing, as indicated by the dashed curve. Protocol 2 only needed one UV-vis measurement taken at the end of the experiment. The similarity in absorbance between protocols 1 and 2 demonstrates that the washing steps in protocol 1 did not significantly affect the concentration of Ag nanocubes, and therefore should not affect the SERS intensities of PVP.][25] Reprinted with permission from J. Phys. Chem. C. Copyright 2012, American Chemical Society.
concentration between samples was not affected by centrifugation (Figure 3.10).

For functionalization with cysteamine, 70 µL as-prepared Ag nanocubes were centrifuged and re-suspended in an equal volume of ethanol before mixing with 70 µL of an ethanolic solution of cysteamine, resulting in a final thiol concentration of 1 µM and a final volume of 140 µL. After 5, 10, 30 and 60 min, 20 µL aliquots were removed from the vial, injected into 1.5 ml centrifuge tubes, and immediately diluted with ethanol. The cubes were washed once in ethanol and once in water with centrifugation to remove any unbound cysteamine, and were then re-suspended in 50 µL of DI water.

Functionalization with a 1 mM solution of 1,4-benzenedithiol (1,4-BDT, 98%, Alfa Aesar) in ethanol was performed for single-particle SERS studies. Silver nanocubes of 110 nm in edge length were dispersed onto a Si substrate and the entire chip was immersed in the ethanolic 1,4-BDT solution. After 1, 5, 25, and 60 min cumulative exposure time, the chip was removed from the solution and washed with copious amounts of ethanol and DI water in preparation for SERS measurements. After SERS spectra collection, the substrate was imaged using SEM to confirm that only individual Ag nanocubes had been selected. I chose 110-nm Ag nanocubes because they are more easily located on the substrate using dark-field illumination, and they also provided stronger SERS enhancement than the 60-nm cubes.

3.6.3 Surface-Enhanced Raman Spectroscopy (SERS)

The SERS spectra were recorded using the same Raman spectrometer set-up described in Chapter 2, section 6.3. The excitation wavelength used was 514 nm. Data was collected from the solution phase with a laser power of 5 mW and a collection time of 60 sec for all samples. Sample cells were made by attaching a microcentrifuge tube cap, which holds 50
µL of liquid sample, to a glass slide. A thin glass cover slip (0.17 mm) was placed on top of the sample’s meniscus to prevent evaporation and to act as a reference point from which the focal plane was lowered 200 µm into the sample. For single particle studies, individual Ag nanocubes were located on the substrate using dark-field illumination. Spectra were collected at 10% laser power for 25 sec acquisition time from each Ag nanocube. The spectra from the Ag nanocube film dried on a Si substrate were also collected at 10% laser power, but for 45 sec acquisition time.

Probing the orientation of the carbonyl group was performed by first placing 1 µL drop of 60-nm Ag nanocubes on a Si substrate. The drop was dried for 15 min in a 75 ºC oven to form a Ag nanocube film. After taking a SERS spectrum from the film, a 1 µL drop of water was placed on top. Another SERS spectrum was collected, and the film was dried again in the oven. This cycle was repeated 4 times. The Si substrate had been marked prior to forming the Ag nanocube film so that the same relative area could be probed for each iteration.

Data processing was performed using OriginPro v. 8.1, Student edition (OriginLab, Corp., Northampton, MA). All data was baseline corrected by subtracting the minimum from the data. Data taken from Si substrates were normalized to the peak of Si at 920-1000 cm\(^{-1}\). If smoothing was necessary, an adjacent-averaged smoothing algorithm was applied with a window size of 2 or 4 data points. Fitting of the change in peak area over time was performed with nonlinear regression to a Langmuir adsorption model using Matlab v. 7.10 (Mathworks Inc., Natick, MA).
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CHAPTER 4. SERS IMAGING AND MULTIPLEXING

4.1 Introduction

SERS recently emerged as an attractive imaging modality owing to its multiplexing and fingerprinting capabilities, high sensitivity, and real-time data feedback.[1-4] Nanoparticles functionalized with Raman reporters have been used to construct images for a variety of medical applications. SERS can image small areas like a single cell or a histology sample, or even larger areas like a tumor.[1,5-11] Essentially, SERS imaging takes advantage of the rich chemical information contained in a Raman spectrum to generate images of nanoparticle distributions. Notably, the Raman spectrum of a molecule is like a human fingerprint – each type of molecule has a unique pattern. Therefore, by simply changing the molecules attached to the nanoparticle’s surface, many distinctive SERS probes can be easily fabricated.[3,4] Moreover, since SERS bands are much narrower compared with fluorescent peaks, multiplexing of multiple probes, data analysis, and image reconstruction is easier and more accurate.[1,3,4,9-11]

The narrow bands and unique nature of signals generated from different molecules allow for two or more different probes to be imaged simultaneously. This multiplexing capability is very useful in biomedical applications. Only a single excitation source is needed (unlike fluorescent molecules) to generate SERS from an array of different probe molecules, making it more efficient than current multiplexed imaging modalities. Due to the multimodal properties of metal nanoparticles, SERS imaging can also be combined with other therapeutic and diagnostic applications.[7,8] For these reasons, SERS is an attractive imaging technique that may become a useful tool, albeit for niche applications.
4.2 SERS Imaging Parameters

Despite the merits discussed above, the basic imaging parameters of SERS are rarely quantified. For example, the penetration depth of SERS is more or less limited when imaging biological samples due to the scattering and absorption by tissues, and thus deserves thorough investigation. In this chapter, the SERS images are closely compared with the corresponding physical objects – Ag nanocubes with a specific size, as well as well-defined separation and aggregation state. This work also represents the first study to characterize several important parameters of a SERS imaging system, including the blur and spatial resolution.[12]

4.2.1 Blur and Spatial Resolution

To determine the spatial resolution of the Raman system, the blur value ($B_v$) associated with a SERS image has to be characterized first. Blur takes into account the fact that an image is a visual representation of a specific physical object.[13] Ideally, a small point within the object would be represented by a congruent point within the image. In reality, the image of each point in the object is blurred in the image, and can be modelled by the point spread function (PSF). The degree of blurring is quantified by $B_v$, the dimension of the image of a very small point object. Figure 4.1 shows the SEM image of a single nanocube with an edge length of 100 nm, as well as the Rayleigh scattering image and the SERS image of the same nanocube. The nanocube is small enough to be used as a point object from which $B_v$ can be determined from the images. Values of 1.2 μm and 0.5 μm were determined for the $B_v$ of Rayleigh scattering and SERS images, respectively. In contrast, the typical blur values are 150 μm for mammography and 500 μm for photoacoustic tomography.[13,14] Figure 4.1(d) shows a plot of the lateral PSF as a
Figure 4.1. The blur value ($B_v$) of the SERS imaging system was determined by measuring the diameter of the image of an individual Ag nanocube used as a point object. (a) SEM image of a Ag nanocube with an edge length of 100 nm that had been functionalized with 1,4-BDT. (b) A dark-field image from the Rayleigh scattering of the same nanocube in (a). (c) SERS image of the same nanocube in (a). $B_v$ of 1.2 and 0.5 µm were measured for Rayleigh scattering and SERS imaging, respectively. (d) The measured blur values were compared to the calculated lateral PSF of the confocal Raman imaging system as a function of the radial distance from the object point. The FWHM in air was 0.32 µm. The PSF of the system in water and tissue were also calculated, and the $B_v$ was found to increase slightly in these media to 0.42 µm and 0.44 µm respectively. $\lambda_{ex} = 785$ nm, $t = 2$ s, $P = 3.1$ mW.[12] Printed with permission from IOP Publishing.
function of the radial distance from the point object for the Raman imaging system. For imaging in air, as was the case in Figure 4.1(a-c), the measured $B_v$ correlates to the calculated full-width half-maximum (FWHM) of the PSF, which was 0.32 μm. This value is slightly better than the approximated $B_v$ for SERS images taken in tissue and water, which were 0.44 and 0.42 μm, respectively.

Spatial resolution is closely related to blur, and it describes the ability of an imaging system to distinguish objects that are close to each other. The ability of the Raman system to resolve individual nanoparticles that were closely spaced was determined to obtain the spatial resolution of the system. The spatial resolution of a particular imaging system can be inferred by the degree of blur, and is typically defined as the FWHM of the PSF.[13,15] From the above measurements of blur for a single nanocube, the resolution was expected to be about 0.5 μm. To verify this, a linear array of nanocubes with different distances from one to another was formed on a Si substrate. Drop-casting a dilute suspension of nanocubes so that the outer edge of the meniscus slowly dried could yield such a linear array of nanocubes. Figure 4.2(a) shows the SEM image of an array of five nanocubes and Figure 4.2(b) shows the Rayleigh scattering image from the same array. The red line in Figure 4.2(b) shows the path of the Raman microprobe acquisition, and the peak intensity of the 1562 cm$^{-1}$ band from 1,4-BDT was plotted along this line in Figure 4.2(c). This graph shows that nanocubes with more than 2 μm separation from each other can easily be resolved in the SERS image with the naked eye. However, the resolution could be more precisely calculated by determining the area between the peaks, which has a correlation with the separation between the nanoparticles. As the area between the peaks ($P_a$) approached zero, the separation between the nanoparticles approached 1.1 μm, which
Figure 4.2. (a) SEM image of Ag nanocubes (edge length: 100 nm, functionalized with 1,4-BDT) on a Si substrate and (b) the corresponding dark-field image. The red line represents the path of the Raman acquisition that included the five nanocubes labeled in (a). Data was acquired over this red line with a step size of 0.2 \( \mu \)m. The scale bar is 5 \( \mu \)m. (c) A plot of the SERS intensity at 1562 cm\(^{-1}\) along the red line shown in (b), which clearly resolves the nanocubes. The distance between (i) and (ii) was 2.8 \( \mu \)m; (ii) and (iii) was 1.7 \( \mu \)m; (iii) and (iv) was 1.4 \( \mu \)m; and (iv) and (v) was 3.9 \( \mu \)m. (d) The peak-to-peak area \((P_a)\) is a tool to quantitatively determine the resolution. The area between the peaks in (c), shown in the insert as the gray shaded region, was plotted as a function of the distance between neighboring nanocubes. As the distance between neighboring nanocubes approached 1.1 \( \mu \)m, \(P_a\) approaches 0, indicating that 1.1 \( \mu \)m is the spatial resolution.[12] Printed with permission from IOP Publishing.
represented the actual spatial resolution of the Raman system. This value was slightly greater than the resolution predicted by the PSF and blur value. This result suggests that Ag nanocubes with a separation less than 1.1 μm would appear as one object in the SERS image.

4.2.2 Penetration Depth

Because SERS is an optical imaging method, it will be greatly influenced by tissue scattering and blood absorption.[16,17] The penetration depth is an important parameter which describes how far light can travel into a material. For optical imaging this also includes the maximum thickness of tissue through which the detected signal can return to the surface and still be used for image construction. The transport mean free path (TMFP) is a term used to describe how far a photon of a particular wavelength can travel before experiencing severe scattering, and will therefore determine the penetration depth of the imaging modality.[18] Since the SERS imaging in this study was performed using a confocal microscopy set-up, the spatial resolution of the system should not be adversely affected as long as the image is formed within the TMFP. The TMFP has been found to be 1.1 mm for muscle tissue and 0.6 mm for brain tissue for NIR photons.[18] Should the tissue thickness exceed the TMFP, scattering will cause incident light to become too diffuse and severely reduce the spatial resolution.[18,19] Determination of the penetration depth is shown in Figure 4.3(a), where a slice of chicken tissue with gradually increasing thickness was placed on top of a film of Ag nanocubes. The SERS signal of 1,4-BDT decreased as the thickness of the tissue increased. The penetration depth appears to be around 600 μm for this system. This simple study highlights that penetration depth is a major limiting factor in the use of SERS probes for deep in vivo tissue imaging.
Figure 4.3. (a) The SERS intensity of the 1562 cm\(^{-1}\) peak from 1,4-BDT functionalized nanocubes as a function of the thickness of chicken breast tissue measured at 100 \(\mu\)m intervals along a one-dimensional path. As the thickness of the tissue increases from 380 to 800 \(\mu\)m the SERS signal decreases and becomes non-detectable. (b) Image of a PVA-gel on top a Si substrate that supported nanocubes. The distance from the top of the gel and the Si substrate is labeled \(d_s\). The SERS was recorded from single nanoparticles, dimers, and trimers. \(d_s = 1.5\) mm. (c-e) Typical SEM images of the nanocubes and their dimer and trimer configurations. Scale bar is 100 nm. (f) The relative SERS intensities from nanocubes with the morphologies indicated on the bottom axis.[12] Printed with permission from IOP Publishing.

4.2.3 The Impact of Particle Aggregation

Special considerations need to be made when using SERS as an in vivo imaging technique. While this study has shown that the penetration depth was quite shallow, around 600 \(\mu\)m, there are a range of penetration depths as determined from other groups, from 5.5 mm up to 1-2 cm.[7,11] SERS imaging studies typically do not investigate the morphology or the aggregation state of the nanoparticles in their images,[2,3,7,20] even though it is well-known that aggregation affects the SERS signals dramatically.[21] In Figure 4.3(b-f), nanocubes were deposited on a Si substrate and a PVA-gel was placed on top of them during the SERS measurements. A PVA phantom was used because the nanocubes could be visualized (by their Rayleigh scattering) through the nearly transparent gel. Figure 4.3(b) shows a side view of a typical phantom where \(d_s\) is the distance from the top of the
gel to the Si substrate. The SERS signals from nanocubes with different morphologies (a single nanocube, a dimer, and a trimer as seen in Figure 4.3(c-e) were recorded. Figure 4.3(f) compares the intensities of the 1562 cm⁻¹ band from 1,4-BDT supported on Ag nanocubes in three different aggregation states for a dₜ value of 1.5 mm. It is clear that the SERS signals were detectable for all the different states of aggregation, with the signals strongly increased for the dimers and trimers. The SERS signal through the phantom was shown to increase by ×5 from a single particle to a dimer and ×10 from a single particle to a trimer. This simple demonstration clearly shows the role that aggregation plays in SERS imaging and suggests many prior studies involving Au and Ag nanoparticles might have relied on the aggregation even though this effect was never explicitly explored or stated.[1-8,22] The ability to obtain SERS images in vivo from tissues away from the skin surface should be largely determined by the aggregation states of nanoparticles, and not necessarily the SERS activity of individual nanoparticles.[7]

4.3 Multiplexed SERS Imaging

One of the major strengths of SERS imaging is its multiplexing capability, or detecting multiple probes simultaneously. SERS is not the only imaging modality capable of performing multiplexed imaging. Fluorescence microscopy, spectral CT, and MR spectroscopy can all take advantage of how different materials respond to the excitation specific to that modality. However, multiplexing with these systems quickly becomes complex. Fluorescence and MR spectroscopy require the use of different illumination sources and different RF coils, respectively, to achieve contrast between the different media.[23-25] As a result, image acquisition times may increase, and create problems with motion artifacts. Several attempts have been made to streamline multiplexed fluorescence
imaging, including the use of fluorescence resonance energy transfer (FRET) and quantum dots.[26-28] Spectral CT requires multiple X-ray sources and multiple detection systems for accurate data collection.[29,30] SERS multiplexing can be performed with a single excitation wavelength and a single detector, and the signal analysis comes later. Like spectral CT, this may mean more time and computational power spent on the data analysis step post-acquisition.

Post-processing of mixed SERS signals is complex, and a good algorithm is all that is needed to harness the power of SERS multiplexing. At first glance, a simple peak-picking approach seems logical and appealing, because SERS signals are narrow and distinctive for each given SERS probe. This may only work in very simple situations, because many components of SERS spectra have overlapping peaks, and when the multiplexing number, \( N \), increases, the multiple peaks become even more difficult to distinguish and separate. If complex background signals are introduced, peak-picking will not only be extraordinarily time consuming, it may also be not sensitive enough for quantitative signal analysis.

Current computational methods for separating mixed SERS signals are few and are unfortunately based on assumptions irrelevant to biology, contain unnecessary complexity, and result in large error.[3,10,31] Principle component analysis (PCA) is a powerful tool to identify the main components in a mixed SERS spectrum; however, the results are difficult to interpret.[32,33] The direct classical least-squares (DCLS) method is based on the assumption that the multiplicative fitting constants are proportional to the concentrations of the pure components.[1,10] However, in reality, these constants represent multiple factors, including concentration and the intrinsic Raman scattering cross-section of each molecule. Lutz et al. used a third-degree free-fitting polynomial regression (PR)
model to fit their spectra and extract individual component spectra, but adding polynomials has little physical justification, even though it greatly reduces fitting error.[3]

I collaborated with the O’Sullivan group at Washington University in St. Louis to design a new algorithm for unmixing SERS signals with excellent fitting characteristics and low error. This alternating minimization (AM) method was able to accurately fit and separate signals from a mixture of SERS probes, and to map a tissue phantom with regions containing different probe mixtures.

4.3.1 Fabrication of SERS Probe and Phantom

Synthesis of Ag nanoparticle SERS probes (SNSPs) for multiplexed analysis occurred in three phases: synthesis of Ag nanocubes, functionalization, and surface passivation with silica. Specifically, Ag nanocubes with a 50 nm edge length were synthesized using a seed-mediated protocol, and then functionalized with Raman reporter molecules, which contained thiol (-SH) groups, so that a covalently attached monolayer was formed on the Ag nanocube surface. The functionalization was performed in two separate batches, with a different species of Raman reporter used in each batch: 2-napthalenethiol (2-NT) or 4-MBT, shown in Figure 4.4(a-b). The nanocubes were then coated with a silica shell to passivate the Ag surface and generate SNSPs. Figure 4.4(c) shows the Ag nanocubes with their silica coating. Subsequent functionalization of the SNSPs could then potentially be performed using binding ligands, such as antibodies, to target the SNSPs to selected cell antigens, such as those expressed on the surface of tumor cells for use in biological imaging applications.[5,11]

Mixtures of the SNSPs in different ratios were used to characterize the AM algorithm. The final test of the algorithm was its use in creating a map of a 2-dimensional phantom.
Figure 4.4. The first step in SNSP fabrication was to functionalize the Ag nanocubes with either (a) 2-NT or (b) 4-MBT and then to coat with silica. (c) TEM was used to characterize the SNSPs. Scale bar: 100 nm. (d) SERS spectra of aqueous solutions of pure SNSPs and their mixtures. Spectra have been shifted vertically for clarity. The scale bar represents a Raman intensity of 10,000 counts.[4] Printed with permission of John Wiley & Sons. Copyright 2013.

A gelatin phantom was prepared with two distinct regions. One had pure 4-MBT tagged SNSPs, and the other had a 1:1 mixture of the two different types of SNSPs. The algorithm was used to map the locations of the different types of SNSPs in a SERS image collected of the surface of the phantom.[4]

4.3.2 Signal Analysis Algorithm

Research has shown that SERS spectra from molecular probes are ideal for multiplexing because of their specificity and narrow peaks.[2,5] However, the full potential for imaging applications of SERS spectroscopy remains under-explored because of the limitations of conventional analysis methods. Using SNSPs, both PR and DCLS models were used to successfully perform multiplex analysis on the measured SERS spectra. However, the PR model may be insufficient in suboptimal conditions, such as decreased signal-to-noise ratio, high spectral peak overlap, or high N. And since the limit of detection
(LOD) for SERS spectroscopy is limited by the spectral fitting error, it is beneficial to include such error in the cost function. Thus, the reconstruction method developed here is an application of the Poisson model, which accommodates the photon counting nature of SERS measurements and the existence of noise in the measured data.[34] For each mixed Raman signal, constituent spectra and mixture coefficients were estimated jointly based on reference spectra that were measured in the lab. The AM algorithm is able to evaluate the entire spectral signature and quantitatively extract individual probe signals from a mixed signal, regardless of spectral peak overlap or the size of \( N \).

In practice, the AM algorithm was applied to a SERS spectrum that was collected from a mixture composed of SNSPs functionalized with different Raman reporter molecules to extract the individual component spectra. First, the measured SERS spectrum were modeled as a linear mixture of constituent spectra

\[
M_i = \sum_k H_k S_{ik},
\]

where \( i \) indexes the Raman shift, \( H_k \) is the mixture coefficient for the \( k^{th} \) constituent spectrum, and \( S_{ik} \) is the \( i^{th} \) element of the \( k^{th} \) constituent spectrum. The constituent spectra may be known, or may be inferred from reference measurements. In the latter case, the reference spectral elements are denoted by \( R_{ik} \). Note that measurement noise is included in both the measured mixture and reference signals, which is realistic because even reference spectra have noise. The problem was to estimate both the unknown constituent spectra and the mixture coefficients given the measured data that was a mixture of signals from different Raman reporters.

I-divergence describes the discrepancy between the measured data and the data estimated by a model. Therefore, the AM algorithm was developed to minimize the I-
Figure 4.5. SERS spectral fitting via the AM, PR, and DCLS algorithms. (a) The measured mixed signal of a solution with a 1:2 ratio of SNSPs functionalized with either 2-NT or 4-MBT, respectively, is shown in black along with the calculated fits using the AM (red), PR (blue), and DCLS (green) algorithms. (b) The residuals were calculated from the fits in panel (a) with respect to the measured signal. The fitting error was 1.7% for the AM algorithm, compared to 9.2% error for each the PR and DCLS algorithms.[4] Printed with permission of John Wiley & Sons. Copyright 2013.

...divergence. This is appropriate for analyzing Raman signals because the photon counting nature of SERS measurements can be represented by a Poisson model. Maximizing the Poisson log-likelihood function is equivalent to minimizing I-divergence.[35,36] In this model, the I-divergences for two separate problems are included: fitting the overall mixed signal and extracting individual spectra from that mixed signal. The complete details of the algorithm can be found in the Section 4.5.6.

By applying this AM algorithm to the mixed spectra, the component spectra were
Figure 4.6. Plots of the reference spectra and the extracted spectra using the AM algorithm. The individual spectra were extracted from the measured spectrum of a 1:2 mixture of SNSPs functionalized with (a) 2-NT and (b) 4-MBT.[4] Printed with permission of John Wiley & Sons. Copyright 2013.

The results from a mixture of SNSPs tagged with 2-NT and 4-MBT in a ratio of 1:2 are shown in Figures 4.5 and 4.6. Figure 4.5 compares the SERS spectral fitting acquired via the PR, DCLS, and AM algorithms, and Figure 4.6 compares the spectrum of each extracted individual component and its corresponding reference. From Figure 4.5(a), the extracted signal using the AM method is shown to be almost indistinguishable from the measured mixed signal. Figure 4.5(b) gives a quality assessment of the three methods (PR, DCLS, and AM) by plotting the residuals of the fitted mixed signal and the measured mixed signal. By defining the overall fitting error as $\text{norm}(M-SH)/\text{norm}(M)$, the AM method gave a fitting error of 1.7%, while the PR and DCLS
methods gave a fitting error of 9.2%. The residuals are not around 0 and there appears to be a systematic error near the peak, but the errors are much smaller than the other available models.

The parameters $\lambda_1$ and $\lambda_2$ give the user control over the trade-off between the quality of fit to the mixed signal and the quality of the extracted signals when compared to the references. Larger $\lambda$ values emphasize the second term of the objective function (found in Section 4.5.6, Equation 4.5), and will therefore produce individual extracted signals that will be close to the component’s reference signals. Conversely, smaller $\lambda$ values cause the first term to dominate the objective function, so the fit to the mixed signal will be very good, reducing the overall fitting error at the expense of the individual extraction error. These trends are illustrated in Figure 4.7. One of the advantages of the AM method is that this trade-off provides flexibility according to the needs of the specific imaging problem.

For example, the results presented in Figures 4.5 and 4.6 were obtained using $\lambda_1 = 0.2$ and $\lambda_2 = 0.5$. Using these two values for $\lambda$, the convergence time for this experiment was 0.6 s for the full 78 iterations, when performed on a 2.3 GHz Intel Core i7 processor, and the tolerance of error was $10^{-6}$. These values were chosen to balance the $\lambda$ trade-off by achieving a relatively small overall fitting error while maintaining a small average individual extraction error. These values can be changed according to the different capabilities of scattering for different molecules, the concentration of SNSPs, and the measurement precision of the experimental equipment. Figure 4.7 shows the dependence of fitting error and individual extraction error as $\lambda_1$ and $\lambda_2$ were changed. Here, the ratio $\lambda_1:\lambda_2$ remained at 2:5 so that the individual extraction errors for both extracted spectra are almost the same; otherwise, one extracted spectrum would deviate greatly from its
Figure 4.7. 3D surface plots showing (a and b) the individual extraction errors and (c) the reconstruction error as functions of $\lambda_1$ and $\lambda_2$, as well as (d) the reconstruction error as a function of the individual extraction errors.[4] Printed with permission of John Wiley & Sons. Copyright 2013.

reference while the other would be indistinguishable from its reference. This setting is reasonable because the measurements for both reference spectra were performed under the same experimental conditions. From Figure 4.7, it is clear that as the amplitude of each $\lambda$ increases, the overall fitting error increases while the average individual extraction error decreases. The trend is not linear and tends to saturate as $\lambda$ increases. As stated before, larger $\lambda$ values give prior expectation that the extracted spectra will be very close to their references, whereas smaller $\lambda$ values focus more on minimizing the error of the measured mixed data and the data estimated by the model.

4.3.3 Mapping Areas of Mixed SERS Probes

The AM algorithm was also able to map an image of a phantom with two distinct regions, as shown in Figure 4.8. A gelatin phantom was prepared that had a region of pure 2-NT conjugated SNSPs and a region of a 1:1 (2-NT:4-MBT) mixture of SNSPs. There was no clear difference between the regions simply by visualizing with a white-light optical microscope. Applying the AM algorithm to the spectra collected from a series of points on
Figure 4.8. SERS mapping image of a tissue phantom containing two regions with different ratios of SNSPs. The two regions have 2-NT:4-MBT ratios of 1:0 and 1:1. Panels (a) and (b) show the signal from individual molecules 2-NT (a) and 4-MBT (b) separately, and panel (c) shows the merged image.[4] Printed with permission of John Wiley & Sons. Copyright 2013.

the surface, however, was able to draw the boundary between the two regions.

4.4 Summary

Imaging with SERS holds great promise for the medical imaging community. This work represents the first characterization of the imaging capabilities and limitations of a SERS imaging system by using well-defined nanoparticles as the substrate. It also demonstrated the power of multiplexed SERS imaging, and addressed some of the computational problems associated with multiplexing.

The Raman system could resolve individual Ag nanocubes that were separated by a distance of ~1.1 µm on a Si substrate. Importantly, in phantom experiments, SERS signals were shown to increase with the formation of simple aggregates such as dimers and trimers. Larger aggregates could be responsible for some of the unusual penetration depths reported in the literature in addition to the resonance effects of the dyes used as probe molecules.[7,11] Nanoparticle aggregation is an important variable for SERS imaging in vivo, and that a better control over the aggregation state of nanoparticles may lead to greater
penetration depths. However, as an optical imaging modality, there will be a limit to the depth of penetration and quality of images collected \textit{in vivo}.

The AM method for collecting and analyzing multiplexed SERS images developed in collaboration with the O’Sullivan group at Washington University in St. Louis provides several key improvements over other existing methods. It treats the references as measurements, accounting for the randomness and nonlinear noise in the measured data, which is more realistic for SERS measurements. Therefore, it can reduce error resulting from noise with relatively low computational cost and is quite robust to noisy data. Furthermore, the AM method inherently guarantees global minimum achievement and monotonic convergence. Potential limitations of the AM algorithm include that it is iterative and more computationally involved than other single processing methods like PR and DCLS. However, this expense can be justified by more accurate results, an acceptable convergence rate, and the robustness that the AM method provides. Experiments to test the accuracy of this method showed it to be robust and precise in mapping regions containing different SERS probes, and determining the ratio between the probes.

4.5 Experimental Details

4.5.1 Synthesis and Functionalization of Ag Nanocubes

Silver nanocubes of different sizes were synthesized using the seed-mediated approach described in Chapter 2, Section 6.1. The single Ag nanocubes used to determine the fundamental imaging parameters were 100 nm along the edge, and the Ag nanocubes used to fabricate the SNSPs were 50 nm.

For the 100-nm Ag nanocubes, functionalization was performed by mixing 10 \(\mu\)L of the as-prepared suspension to 100 \(\mu\)L of 1 mM 1,4-benzenedithiol (1,4-BDT, Aldrich) in
ethanol. After incubation at room temperature for 1 h, the 1,4-BDT should have formed a self-assembled monolayer on the surface of the Ag nanocubes and could then be used as a SERS probe with well characterized SERS peaks, in particular the peak at 1562 cm\textsuperscript{-1}.[18]

For the preparation of SNSPs, solutions of Raman reporters were prepared in ethanol, using 2-NT (0.01 M, Sigma Aldrich) and 4-MBT (0.01 M, Sigma Aldrich). The water was removed from 500 µL aliquots of Ag nanocubes via centrifugation (9.2 g, 8 min) and was replaced with 1 mL of 2-NT or 4-MBT solutions. After 1 h of functionalization time, the particles were washed twice with ethanol, and were resuspended with 200 µL ethanol. The Ag nanocubes were coated in silica by adding the Ag nanocube suspension to a mixture of 1.5 mL ethanol and 0.25 mL water.[37] To this mixture were added 65 µL ammonium hydroxide (Fisher Scientific) and 10 µL tetraethyl orthosilicate (TEOS, Sigma Aldrich). The mixture was stirred at 200 rpm for 3 h and washed twice with ethanol and then twice with water. Characterization of both pristine Ag nanocubes and silica coated SNSPs were carried out using a TEM (FEI G2 Spirit Twin) operated at acceleration voltage of 120 kV.

4.5.2 SERS Measurements and Mapping

The SERS spectra were recorded using the Raman spectrometer described in Chapter 2, Section 6.3. The excitation wavelength used for the fundamental imaging studies was 785 nm generated by a semiconductor c.w. diode laser. The power of the laser was 3.1 mW, and the acquisition times varied, as noted, from 2-45 s. The excitation wavelength used for the multiplexing studies was 514 nm. Data from the solution phase was collected with a laser power of 5 mW for 60 sec exposure time.

Mapping was accomplished with a high-speed encoded stage (HSES) system capable of step sizes of 100 nm in the x, y, and z dimensions at speeds of 80 mm/s and a range of
112 mm in $x$ and 76 mm in $y$. The two-dimensional SERS images were generated using Renishaw’s WiRE Mapping Review software (Renishaw plc, Gloucestershire, UK). The intensity of a selected peak for each data collection point was mapped as two-dimensional images based on the $(x, y)$ coordinates, which provided a map of the spatial distributions of Ag nanocubes. The images were further modified with the WiRE software, or converted into a matrix with Origin software for the determination of peak-to-peak areas and image analysis with Matlab.

Sample cells consisted of 50 µL liquid sample placed into microcentrifuge tube cap attached to a glass slide. A thin glass cover slip (0.17 mm) was placed on top of the sample’s meniscus to prevent evaporation and to act as a reference point from which the focal plane was lowered 200 µm into the sample.

The gelatin phantom containing SNSPs was prepared to have two distinct regions of different SNSPs. First, a solution of as-prepared SNSPs functionalized with 2-NT were mixed with a small volume of 15% (w/v) gelatin, and allowed to solidify at 4 °C. Half of the solid phantom was cut away, and refilled with a different solution of 15% gelatin mixed with a 1:1 ratio of 2-NT and 4-MBT conjugated SNSPs. A SERS image was collected over a 350 µm square area at the interface of the two regions on the surface of the gelatin phantom.

Fundamental data processing was performed using OriginPro v. 8.1, Student edition (OriginLab Corp., Northampton, MA). The data was baseline corrected to flatten the spectra. The fitting algorithms and mathematical models were performed using Matlab v. 7.6 R2008a (Mathworks Inc., Natick, MA).
4.5.3 Determination of Blur and Resolution

SERS images were recorded from individual Ag nanocubes using the Renishaw Raman spectrometer. The samples were prepared by drop casting an ethanol suspension of the functionalized Ag nanocubes onto a Si substrate that had been patterned with registration marks *via* lithography or by simply scoring the substrate with a diamond pen. The substrate was briefly rinsed with ethanol to remove any dust that may interfere with locating the Ag nanocubes under a dark-field optical microscope. The Ag nanocubes were allowed to dry under ambient conditions and the locations of many nanocubes (typically 20 to 50) were identified by their Rayleigh scattering image using the dark-field microscope and their positions were noted for correlation with SEM. After the Ag nanocubes had been probed with SERS, the sample was immediately imaged by SEM to determine the sizes, shapes, and orientations of the nanocubes.

The SEM images, dark-field images, and two-dimensional SERS images were compared to determine the blur value of the SERS imaging system by measuring the diameter of the Ag nanocubes represented in each imaging modality. Resolution was calculated based on the ability to distinguish between two neighboring Ag nanocubes using a peak-to-peak area calculation. The signal intensity of the peak at 1562 cm\(^{-1}\) was plotted with respect to distance in the x-direction. As the area between the signal peaks of two neighboring Ag nanocubes approached zero, the resolution limit of the imaging system would be reached. The effect of imaging parameters on resolution was examined by collecting two-dimensional scans of functionalized Ag nanocubes on a Si substrate at different step sizes: 300 nm, 700 nm, 1.5 \(\mu\)m, 3 \(\mu\)m, and 5 \(\mu\)m. The SERS signals at different points were mapped, and the area between the peaks was calculated.
4.5.4 Calculation of Point Spread Function

The lateral PSF of the confocal Raman microscope was plotted in Matlab v. 7.10 (Mathworks, Inc., Natick, MA) using the following equation:[15]

\[
\text{PSF}(\nu) = \left[ \frac{2J_1(\nu)}{\nu} \right]^4, \tag{4.2}
\]

where \( J_1 \) is a first-order Bessel function of the first kind and \( \nu \) is the radial normalized optical coordinate:

\[
\nu = \frac{2\pi \sin \gamma}{\lambda} r. \tag{4.3}
\]

The radius, \( r \), is the distance from the object point in the \( x, y \) plane, \( \lambda \) is the wavelength of the laser, and \( \gamma \) is the angle that defines the numerical aperture (NA) of the objective along with the refractive index, \( n \), of the medium. This was calculated based on the following equation, with the NA of this Raman system being 0.9:

\[
0.9 = n \sin \gamma. \tag{4.4}
\]

4.5.5 Determination of Penetration Depth

The PVA gels were formed by allowing aqueous solutions of PVA to stand at room temperature. The mechanical properties were enhanced by freezing and then thawing the gel to encourage more cross-linking between the chains. This method is based on the concept of physical cross-linking, and avoids the need for additives or complex procedures involved in chemical cross-linking. By optimizing the number of freezing and thawing cycles, PVA gels with optical properties similar to those of soft tissue can be obtained.[38] Gels were cast and then frozen for 12 h followed by a thawing period of 12 h in one cycle, and 4 cycles were used to obtain the PVA phantoms used here. The SERS spectra were collected through the gel phantom from individual Ag nanocubes and aggregates of various...
sizes, as determined by the Rayleigh scattering image and SEM.

Chicken tissue was used to examine the impact of scattering in a realistic tissue environment. Chicken breast tissue, obtained from a local grocery store, was frozen and then sliced with a Xacto knife to obtain wedge-shaped pieces, such that the thickness increased gradually across its width. The tissue was placed on top of a monolayer of the functionalized Ag nanocubes. After focusing the laser on the surface of the Si coated with Ag nanocubes, SERS spectra were collected at 100 μm intervals through the tissue with increasing thickness. Signal intensity from the 1,4-BDT ring stretching mode at 1562 cm\(^{-1}\) was plotted at each point alongside the thickness of the tissue at that point. Processing of the raw SERS data was carried out using OriginPro v. 9, student version (OriginLab, Corp., Northampton, MA) and analysis was performed using Matlab.

4.5.6 Alternating Minimization Algorithm for Multiplexed SERS Analysis

The AM algorithm aims to minimize the I-divergence for two separate problems, fitting the overall mixed signal and extracting individual spectra from that mixed signal. The following objective function, \(L\), was therefore used to accomplish this:

\[
L(S, H) = \sum_i \left[ M_i \log \left( \frac{M_i}{\sum_k H_k S_{ik}} \right) - M_i + \sum_k H_k S_{ik} \right]
\]

\[
+ \sum_k \lambda_k \sum_i \left[ R_{ik} \log \left( \frac{R_{ik}}{S_{ik}} \right) - R_{ik} + S_{ik} \right]
\]

where \(\lambda_k\) represents the weighting factor for each component. This objective function can also be interpreted as the trade-off in the quality of the fit between the measured data and the reference spectra. The first term represents the discrepancy between the measured
mixed data and the data estimated by the model to represent the mixture, and the second term represents the discrepancy between the reference spectra and the extracted spectra. Following O’Sullivan,[39] a variational representation of this objective function was introduced, with the goal of deriving an AM algorithm for the quantities of interest. The resulting representation is:

$$L(S, H) = \min_{Q \in \mathbb{Q}} J(S, H, Q)$$  \hspace{1cm} (4.6)

where $J$ is the new objective function

$$J(S, H, Q) = \sum_{i} \sum_{k} \left[ M_{Q_{ij}} \log \frac{M_{Q_{ij}}}{S_{i}H_{k}} - M_{Q_{ij}} + S_{i}H_{k} \right] + \sum_{i} \sum_{k} \lambda_{k} \left[ R_{j} \log \frac{R_{j}}{S_{i}H_{k}} - R_{j} + S_{i}H_{k} \right]$$  \hspace{1cm} (4.7)

and where $Q$ is a variational term that is non-negative and satisfies linear constraints

$$Q_{a_{ij}} \in \mathbb{Q} = \left\{ Q_{a_{ij}} : Q_{a_{ij}} \geq 0, \sum_{k} Q_{a_{ij}} = 1, \forall i \right\}$$  \hspace{1cm} (4.8)

Due to the photon counting nature of SERS measurements, the problem was reduced to a linear inverse problem subject to non-negativity constraints (i.e., $A_{i} \geq 0, B_{i} \geq 0$). The AM algorithm asymptotically achieves the global minimum and converges monotonically.[35] All these properties make the AM algorithm ideal for implementation with SERS spectral fitting, which was performed as follows:

1. Initial guesses for $A$ and $B$ were made based on $R_{a}$ and $R_{b}$, respectively. The initial value of $Q_{a_{ij}}$ was set such that $Q_{a_{ij}} = Q_{b_{ij}} = 0.5$, $\forall i$.

2. Minimization over $H$ was accomplished by fixing the values of $Q_{a_{ij}}, A,$ and $B$, and then taking the derivative of the objective function with respect to $H_{k}$ and then equating that result to zero:
3. $S$ was minimized by fixing the values of $Q_{k|i}$ and $H_k$ were fixed, and then taking the derivative of the objective function with respect to $S_{ik}$ and then equating that result to zero:

$$S_{ik}^{(n+1)} = \frac{M_i Q_{k|i}^{(n)} + \lambda_k R_{ik}}{\lambda_k + H_k^{(n+1)}} \quad (4.10)$$

4. Then, the values of $S_{ik}$ and $H_k$ were fixed, while $Q$ was minimized by taking the derivative of the objective function with respect to $Q_{k|i}$ and then equating that result to zero:

$$Q_{k|i}^{(n+1)} = \frac{S_{ik}^{(n+1)} H_k^{(n+1)}}{M_i} \quad (4.11)$$

5. Finally, the overall fitting error for the AM algorithm was determined to be:

$$\epsilon^{(n+1)} = M - S^{(n+1)} \ast H^{(n+1)} \quad (4.12)$$

If the error did not decrease significantly ($\Delta \epsilon < 10^{-6}$), the algorithm terminated and the fitted model was plotted; otherwise, $n$ was incremented and steps 2-5 were repeated.

### 4.6 References


CHAPTER 5: POLYMER HOLLOW BEADS FOR ENCAPSULATION OF IMAGING CONTRAST AGENTS

5.1 Introduction

With the increasing reliance on medical imaging, development of contrast agents has become a vital field of research. Designing particle-based contrast agents, as discussed in Chapter 1, is a popular approach due to the flexibility and multimodal capability of particles. However, not all contrast-enhancing compounds are amenable to fabrication in particle form, or are too toxic to be used in vivo. The design of a carrier platform, such as hollow particles, for encapsulation of these materials is one solution to this problem.

Hollow particles can encapsulate a contrast agent to minimize its potential toxicity, improve its stability in biological media, and reduce the concentration necessary for effective enhancement.[1-3] Encapsulating a contrast agent in a hollow particle will isolate it from the biological environment, and thus be an effective way to improve its stability regardless of the means of administration. Additionally, the external surface of the hollow particle shells may also serve as a platform for bioconjugation, opening the door to targeted delivery and molecular imaging.[4]

The size of the hollow particles can also be controlled as a key design parameter, since size will impact their circulation half-life and the targeting ability. Capillaries, the smallest blood vessels, typically measure 5-10 μm in diameter. Particles used for contrast enhancement should at least be smaller than 5 μm in diameter to prevent capillary occlusion.[5] However, the RES will reduce the circulation half-life of particles larger than 100 nm in diameter and increase their accumulation in the liver.[6,7] Therefore, the size of the particles should be tailored based on the particular imaging modality and target, as
should the mode of delivery. For example, commercially available microbubbles for ultrasound imaging are administered by intravenous injection and their diameters are in the range of 1-5 μm, which suits the imaging needs for ultrasound applications.[8,9]

There are many approaches to fabricating hollow particles since encapsulation has found widespread use in many applications such as controlled release of drugs, cosmetics, inks, chemical reagents, or biologically active species.[10-14] Materials frequently utilized for hollow particle synthesis include polymers,[15-18] lipids,[19] and proteins.[20] The two most commonly used methods for encapsulation with hollow particles are based on microemulsion[21-23] and sacrificial templating.[24-27] Despite their popularity, there are some disadvantages and limitations associated with these two methods. For example, the hollow particles fabricated by microemulsion usually have a broad size distribution, although optimizing the experimental parameters of emulsion processes may achieve reasonable monodispersity for the particles. In addition, the specific pairings of core and shell materials are limited, and non-uniform loading of the particles is generally observed. However, microemulsion has a major advantage of accomplishing the particle synthesis and encapsulation processes simultaneously. The particles fabricated using a sacrificial template tend to be more uniform in size, but loading the hollow core must occur after etching away the template. Therefore, the only pathway for loading relies on passive diffusion through the shell, which is not an efficient and universal solution for all types of contrast agents, especially not for macromolecules or nanoparticles.

5.2 Polystyrene Hollow Beads for the Encapsulation of Contrast Agents

I chose to develop an encapsulation system based on hollow polymer particles. Polystyrene (PS) is a nontoxic, though not biodegradable, polymer. It is used to fabricate
microparticles and nanoparticles with highly uniform size distributions, which is very important for encapsulation. A uniform size will ensure that approximately the same amount of material is encapsulated in each hollow particle. A protocol was previously developed in the Xia group for fabricating hollow PS beads with a single hole on the surface.[28,29] This unique structure allows the cavity to be easily filled by using reduced pressure to fill the hollow beads with any desired payload. The hole is large enough to fit solutions of proteins or dyes, or even suspensions of nanoparticles. Once loaded, the holes were sealed by annealing the hollow beads at a temperature elevated slightly above the glass transition temperature ($T_g$) of PS.[1]

I initially used the unique design of the hollow PS beads with the hole on the surface to encapsulate a material not traditionally used as a contrast agent – sodium chloride (NaCl). Thermoacoustic tomography (TAT) uses microwave source for excitation of thermoelastic expansion of tissue for imaging with ultrasound. In order to use TAT to detect diseases such as breast cancer in the very early stages, a good contrast agent must be developed.[30] As discussed in Chapter 1, very few materials have been explored as viable contrast agents for TAT.[30,31] Since saline heats better than pure water when exposed to microwaves, NaCl encapsulated at concentrations higher than the normal physiologic level should provide contrast enhancement with TAT.[32] Encapsulation is necessary because it would be impossible to develop NaCl particles for contrast since contact with water would result in their rapid dissolution upon injection.

In addition to use for imaging with TAT, the beads were also used for encapsulation of iodinated contrast compounds (ICC) for CT and perfluorooctane (PFO) for MR imaging. While ICC is a common CT contrast agent, it causes allergic reactions in some patients,
and has exhibited toxicity.[33] Encapsulation in a particle could also provide improved circulation times for ICC.[34] PFO is a volatile liquid, not amenable for direct injection. In these three cases, hollow beads can serve as an ideal vector for harnessing the potentially powerful contrast enhancement from these compounds by protecting them within the sealed hollow bead.

5.2.1 Fabrication of PS Hollow Beads

The PS hollow beads were initially prepared with a small hole on the surface by swelling commercial PS latex beads with toluene, followed by freeze-drying.[28,29,35] As the toluene swells the PS beads, the radius increases about 30%, although this value can be adjusted by changing the type of solvent or the volume added.[29] When the swollen particles freeze quickly when dropped into a vial containing liquid nitrogen, a chilling -210 °C. Since polymers are poor thermal conductors, a temperature gradient forms within an individual particle, with the outside freezing before the center. As the PS-toluene mixture freezes, the density increases and the polymer shrinks.[29] This gradient likely causes a small cavity to form in the center of each bead as it freezes.

The frozen sample is then placed in a vacuum freeze-dryer for 24 hours, which kept the temperature of the sample at –89 °C. Toluene has a melting point of –93 °C, so it evaporates in the vacuum freeze-dryer. The cavity inside the PS particles will grow with the flux of evaporating toluene. Eventually, one side of the interior cavity will come into contact with the outer surface, creating a hole.

5.2.2 Encapsulation of Contrast Agents for TAT, CT, and MRI

Figure 5.1 shows how to encapsulate three different types of contrast agents suitable for various imaging modalities: i) saline solutions (or NaCl microcrystals) for TAT; ii)
Figure 5.1. Schematic illustration of the procedure for closing the hole on the surface of a PS hollow bead while an imaging contrast agent is being encapsulated.[1] Printed with permission of John Wiley & Sons. Copyright 2012.

ioversol, an iodinated contrast compound (ICC), for micro-CT; and iii) PFO for MR imaging. These three types of contrast agents possess completely different physical properties, but all of them can be supplied as solutions or pure liquids for the purpose of encapsulation. The mixture was typically subjected to a vacuum for a short period of time to induce a quick flow of the contrast agent into the cavity through the small hole on the surface.

The hole on the surface was then sealed using a thermal annealing process, encapsulating the contrast agent within the PS hollow bead. Heating the mixture to a temperature (95 °C) slightly above the $T_g$ of PS, causing the migration of polymer chains within each particle. As a result, the PS shell became more or less uniform in terms of thickness as the hole was closed on the surface of each PS hollow bead and a spherical cavity was generated in the interior. When the solvent evaporated during sample preparation for microscopy, the solute (NaCl or ICC) remaining in the core of a hollow
bead tended to precipitate out as a solid. Such samples could then be imaged by TEM to collect direct evidence for contrast agent encapsulation. Contrast agents such as PFO that remained in a liquid state at room temperature had to be characterized using a spectroscopic method rather than TEM.

Figure 5.2(a,b) shows SEM and TEM images of the as-prepared PS hollow beads with a hole on the surface. It is clear that the solid PS beads (1.89 ± 0.03 μm in diameter and standard deviation) had been transformed into hollow beads with an average outer diameter of 2.61 ± 0.04 μm and a hole of 0.38 ± 0.04 μm on the surface. Their spherical shape and uniformity in size were both retained during the swelling and freeze-drying processes. The hole could be gradually closed by annealing the sample at a temperature (e.g., 95 ºC) slightly above the $T_g$ of PS. Figure 5.2(c,d) shows SEM and TEM images of the same batch of PS hollow beads after the sample had been annealed in water at 95 ºC for 5 min. In this case, the average diameter of the hole on the surface of the PS hollow beads was reduced from 0.38 to 0.10 μm. As shown in Figure 5.2(e,f), the hole on the surface of the PS hollow beads were completely closed when the annealing time was increased to 30 min. In this case, the PS beads still had a hollow, spherical cavity in the interior while the outer diameter had been slightly reduced to 2.42 μm. Since the size of the hole on the surface can be controlled based on the choice of solvent used to swell the beads and the rate of subsequent evaporation, it is possible to make hollow beads with a hole that is much larger than those used here. As shown previously, it was still possible to seal a hole of 0.5-1 μm in diameter using thermal annealing or treatment with a good solvent for the polymer.[28]

No polymer degradation was observed because the annealing temperature was well below the decomposition temperature of polystyrene (350-500 ºC).[36] Additionally, there
Figure 5.2. (a) SEM and (b) TEM images of the as-prepared PS hollow beads with a hole on their surface; (c) SEM and (d) TEM images of the same batch of PS hollow beads after the hole had been partially closed by annealing the system in water at 95 °C for 5 min; (e) SEM and (f) TEM images of the same batch of PS hollow beads after the hole had been completely closed by annealing the system in water at 95 °C for 30 min.[1] Printed with permission of John Wiley & Sons. Copyright 2012.
was no aggregation observed during the annealing process, which can be attributed to two main factors. First, a relatively low concentration of PS beads was used, thereby reducing the likelihood of collision and aggregation. Second, the PS beads contained slight negative charges from the sulfate ester used by the manufacturer during synthesis. This provided an electrostatic repulsion force capable of stabilizing the PS beads, even at elevated temperatures.

Saline-encapsulated PS hollow beads were initially prepared to serve as a microwave-absorbing contrast agent for TAT. The PS hollow beads with openings on their surfaces were dispersed in saline solutions of 5.9%, 11.1%, and 23.1% (w/w) in concentration, respectively, followed by thermal annealing at 95 °C under magnetic stirring. After 45 min, the particles were collected by centrifugation and washed with deionized water to remove excess saline solution outside the hollow beads. The TEM could only be used to characterize samples after the water inside the hollow beads had completely evaporated. As shown in Figure 5.3, each hollow bead contained a cube-shaped NaCl microcrystal in its core. The samples were thoroughly washed with water prior to TEM characterization, ruling out the possibility that the NaCl microcrystals were formed on the outer surfaces of the PS hollow beads. Interestingly, the size of the microcrystals increased as the concentration of the saline solution increased from 5.9% to 23.1%, implying that the single NaCl cube nucleated and grew from the limited supply of saline solution encapsulated in each PS hollow bead. Due to the relatively slow evaporation of water through the PS shell, and the hydrophobic nature of PS, only one nucleus was formed inside each hollow bead.

The feasibility of producing ICC-encapsulated PS hollow beads for use with microCT was also demonstrated. Again, the PS hollow beads with a hole on the surface were used
Figure 5.3. TEM images of the PS hollow beads that had been encapsulated with saline solutions of different concentrations: (a, b) 5.9 wt%; (c, d) 11.1 wt%; and (e, f) 23.1 wt%. The hole was closed by annealing the samples in the corresponding saline solutions at 95 °C for 45 min. The samples were collected by centrifugation and thoroughly washed with water. The samples supported on copper grids were further dried at 75 °C for 5 min to remove water prior to TEM characterization.[1] Printed with permission of John Wiley & Sons. Copyright 2012.
to encapsulate aqueous ioversol solutions with concentrations of 25\%, 51\%, and 74\% (w/v), respectively. The products were collected by centrifugation and either suspended in water for microCT imaging or dried for characterization by TEM. Since the ICC contains a large number of iodine atoms, it had a darker contrast relative to PS under TEM. As shown in Figure 5.4, the ICC precipitated out as a solid mass inside the core of each PS hollow bead after the water had evaporated. The volume of the solid mass also increased with the concentration of ICC solution used for encapsulation. When the concentration of ICC was 74\%, the mass of ICC occupied nearly the entire cavity inside the PS hollow bead, seen in Figure 5.4(e,f).

The most appealing advantage of this method for directly loading a functional material through the hole on the surface of a PS hollow bead is that it is very straightforward and not closely tied with the properties of the material to be encapsulated. Simply mixing the PS hollow beads with a solution/suspension containing the desired material allows the solution/suspension to quickly enter into the cavity of the PS hollow beads. The original state of the desired material does not really matter as long as it can be prepared as a solution or colloidal suspension. In the aforementioned studies, encapsulation was performed with two hydrophilic solids, NaCl and ICC, which can both be readily prepared as aqueous solutions.

Not only aqueous solutions but also organic liquids as hydrophobic as PFO can also be easily encapsulated in the PS hollow beads. In this case, the PS hollow beads with a hole on the surface were dried and dispersed in PFO to obtain a homogeneous suspension. The mixture was then sealed in a sample vial and placed in a 95 °C oil bath for 30 min to close the hole on the surface of the PS hollow beads. Since PFO is a volatile compound,
Figure 5.4. TEM images of PS hollow beads containing ioversol in the interiors. The hole was closed by heating the PS hollow beads at 95 °C for 45 min in aqueous solutions containing (a, b) 25%; (c, d) 51%, and (e, f) 74% of ioversol, respectively. The samples were collected by centrifugation and thoroughly washed with ethanol and dried at 75 °C for 5 min to remove the water inside the beads prior to TEM characterization.[1] Printed with permission of John Wiley & Sons. Copyright 2012.
the encapsulated PFO could not be observed by electron microscopy. However, the half-life of fluorine isotope $^{19}$F is relatively long and has a nuclear spin of 1/2, making it easily detectable by MR spectroscopy and imaging. Specifically, $^{19}$F MR spectroscopy and imaging can be performed using the same instrument used for proton MR imaging. Therefore, MR spectroscopy and imaging were used for qualitatively and quantitatively determining the encapsulation of PFO inside the cores of the PS hollow beads.

### 5.2.3 Imaging with the Encapsulated Contrast Agents

The saline-encapsulated PS hollow beads were evaluated as a contrast agent for TAT imaging. After annealing in the 23.1% saline solution, sealed particles were washed with water to remove excess saline solution. Samples were loaded into low-density polyethylene (LDPE) tubes at a concentration of $9.0 \times 10^8$ particles/mL. Two control samples were imaged for comparison. The first control was deionized water alone. The second control was PS hollow beads, whose hollow interiors were filled with deionized water to confirm that the water-encapsulated PS beads did not absorb microwaves to a greater degree than water alone. Figure 5.5(a-c) shows the cross-sectional TAT images of all three samples. Two values were used to assess the contrast-enhancing capability of the saline-encapsulated PS hollow beads: the peak and average signals. First, the peak value of the signal was determined from the reconstructed images, where the intensities are displayed in arbitrary units. The peak intensity for saline-encapsulated PS hollow beads was $2.6 \times 10^{-5}$, which is about 1.5 times greater than deionized water alone (with a peak value of $1.7 \times 10^{-5}$). Using both the maximum and average values gives a more accurate estimate of the difference between the controls and the saline-encapsulated PS hollow beads. The average values indicate that there was virtually no difference between deionized water alone and
Figure 5.5. Thermoacoustic images of (a) saline-encapsulated PS hollow beads (prepared from the 23.1% saline solution), (b) DI-water-encapsulated hollow beads, and (c) DI water alone contained in a 6-mm (inner diameter) LDPE tube, where “max” indicates the peak signal value in an arbitrary unit of the reconstructed image and “avg.” indicates the average signal value calculated over the entire square area shown. (d) Normalized signal intensity cross-section of images in (a-c), taken at the direction of the x axis. Signal intensities were normalized to the peak value in (a) for saline-encapsulated hollow beads.[1] Printed with permission of John Wiley & Sons. Copyright 2012.

The water-encapsulated hollow beads (5.9 × 10⁻⁶ for both samples). The average signal amplitude from the saline-encapsulated PS hollow beads was 7.9 × 10⁻⁶, which was about 1.3 times as great as the controls.

The contrast enhancement ability of the ICC-encapsulated PS hollow beads was evaluated using microCT imaging. In this case, a poly(dimethyl siloxane) (PDMS) mold with a row of holes in the center was used to hold a series of aqueous suspensions of PS hollow beads encapsulating ICC solutions at different concentrations. Figure 5.6(b-d) shows the microCT images of a series of ICC-encapsulated PS hollow beads (all samples contained the same total number of PS hollow beads), in comparison to the blank PS hollow beads seen in Figure 5.6(a). The brightness of each image increased along with the
Figure 5.6. microCT imaging of PS hollow beads containing aqueous ICC solutions with different concentrations (used for encapsulation): (a) 0%, (b) 25%, (c) 51%, and (d) 74%, respectively. The square symbols shown in the figure indicate the average values of linear attenuation factors for each accompanying microCT image. The 1 mm scale bar is the same for all the microCT images. [1] Printed with permission of John Wiley & Sons. Copyright 2012.

concentration of ICC used for encapsulation. The brightness of a microCT image represents the ability of the medium to absorb the incident X-ray radiation, which is quantified by the linear attenuation factor. A large attenuation factor means that the X-rays are quickly attenuated as they pass through the medium, and a small attenuation factor means that the medium is relatively transparent to X-rays. Linear attenuation factor is usually measured using units of reciprocal length. Figure 5.6 also shows the average values of the linear attenuation factors as a function of ICC concentration used for encapsulation. As expected, the blank PS hollow beads did not significantly attenuate X-rays. The linear attenuation factor of ICC-encapsulated beads increased along with the concentration of ICC. In brief, the ability of ICC-encapsulated beads to attenuate X-ray radiation makes them useful as a
Figure 5.7. MR spectrum and images of PS hollow beads whose interiors had been encapsulated with PFO: (a) a $^{19}$F MR spectrum acquired from a sample containing PFO-encapsulated PS hollow beads and PFCE, a reference compound; (b) $^1$H mapping image from a suspension containing PFO-encapsulated PS hollow beads hosted in a centrifuge tube (left); and (c) $^{19}$F mapping image of the same sample by using the peak of PFO.[1] Printed with permission of John Wiley & Sons. Copyright 2012.

contrast agent for CT imaging.

The PFO-encapsulated PS hollow beads were collected by centrifugation after the annealing process and re-dispersed in a centrifuge tube containing 1 mL water. 10 µL of perfluoro-crown ether (PFCE) was added into the suspension as an internal standard for the quantitative analysis. Figure 5.7(a) shows the $^{19}$F MR spectrum acquired from this centrifuge tube containing a suspension of PFO-encapsulated PS hollow beads. As expected, two major $^{19}$F peaks were detected, which were attributed to the fluorine atoms
in PFO and PFCE, respectively. Since the instrument typically used for \(^1\)H MR spectroscopy and imaging utilized a radiofrequency coil that was tunable to both \(^1\)H and \(^{19}\)F frequencies, so one could conveniently switch back and forth to acquire spectra and images in \(^1\)H or \(^{19}\)F mode from the same sample. Therefore, the sample used to collect the spectrum in Figure 5.7(a) was then used to acquire an image in \(^1\)H mode (500 MHz) as shown in Figure 5.7(b). This \(^1\)H mapping image was used to pinpoint the position of the tube and found that the suspension appeared bright, except a very small portion at the tip of the tube. After switching to \(^{19}\)F mode (470 MHz), a complementary image was observed: Figure 5.7(c) shows that only the small portion at the tip of the tube was bright, but the remainder was dark. Since the density of PFO (1.766 g/mL) is greater than that of water, the PFO-encapsulated PS hollow beads tended to settle to the bottom of an aqueous suspension. This phenomenon explains the localization of \(^{19}\)F signal shown in Figure 5.7(c). A quantitative measure of the amount of PFO contained in the sample shown in Figure 5.7(a) was obtained by integrating the peak area (see Experimental Details, Section 5.4.9 for detailed calculations). Three different batches of PFO-encapsulated PS hollow beads were prepared and submitted to quantitative analysis by MR. The first sample is shown in Figure 5.7a, which contained 33.8 \(\mu\)L PFO. The other two samples were also measured, and found to contain 33.8 and 34.2 \(\mu\)L PFO. The average total encapsulation of PFO measured in a typical batch of PS hollow beads was therefore 33.9 \(\pm\) 0.2 \(\mu\)L, and each batch contained a total number of \(7.0 \times 10^9\) PS hollow beads. From the TEM image of an individual PS hollow bead, the theoretically total volume of interior cavities inside the batch of PS hollow beads was calculated to be about 33 \(\mu\)L. This value is consistent with the quantitative data obtained by MR measurement. In brief, by directly loading PFO
through the hole on the surface of the PS hollow beads, PFO achieved high encapsulation efficiency.

5.3 Summary

In summary, a facile method for quick encapsulation of different types of contrast agents in PS hollow beads was demonstrated here. As a major deviation from the emulsion method most commonly used in literature for the preparation of hollow particles encapsulated with contrast agents or drugs, uniform PS beads with hollow interiors and the hole on the surface were used. Such hollow beads could be routinely produced in relatively large quantities by swelling commercial PS latex beads with toluene, followed by freeze-drying. The small hole on the surface allowed contrast agent to be directly and quickly loaded into the hollow beads as long as it could be supplied as a solution or a liquid. Annealing at a temperature (e.g., 95 °C) slightly higher than the glass transition temperature of PS allowed the hole to close and thus complete encapsulation and prevent leakage. Polymer degradation during heating was avoided by using temperatures significantly lower than the decomposition temperature of PS. Aggregation was prevented by using a relatively low concentration of PS beads for encapsulation (0.05 wt%, 0.2 wt%, and 0.4 wt% for encapsulation of saline, ICC, and PFO, respectively) and by using PS beads with negative charges on the surface.

It should be pointed out that the PS beads with micrometer-sized diameters were selected for the present work because of their availability in large quantities from commercial vendors. Other types of polymers such as poly(methyl methacrylate) (PMMA) or even those biocompatible and biodegradable such as polycaprolactone (PCL) and poly(L-lactide) have also been successfully prepared as hollow beads with openings on the
surfaces and have been used for encapsulation.[28] In addition, polymeric microspheres and nanospheres with a range of sizes may potentially be used to match the needs of particular imaging applications.

In addition to the encapsulation of contrast agents as demonstrated in the present work, this approach can also be extended to other types of chemical or biological species including drugs and theranostic agents.[37,38] Major advantages of this new system for encapsulation include high encapsulation efficiency, good compatibility with different types of chemicals/materials, and uniformity of particle size distribution.

5.4 Experimental Details

5.4.1 Chemicals and Materials

PS latex beads of 1.89 µm in diameter were obtained from Polysciences (Warrington, PA) as an aqueous suspension (2.5% w/v or 5.68 × 10⁹ particles per mL). Sodium chloride (99.5%), PFO (98%), and toluene (HPLC, 99.9%) were all purchased from Sigma-Aldrich (St. Louis, MO). Ioversol, an ICC, was obtained from Covidien (Mansfield, MA) as 51% and 74% (w/v) aqueous solutions with trade names of Optiray 240 and 350, respectively. The 25% ioversol solution was prepared by diluting the 51% solution with DI water.

5.4.2 Preparation of PS Hollow Beads with a Hole on the Surface

In a typical procedure, 1 mL of the as-obtained suspension of PS latex beads was centrifuged at 10,000 rpm for 3 min. After the supernatant had been removed, the beads were re-dispersed in DI water (0.5 mL) to obtain a new suspension with a concentration of 5% (w/v). 0.5 mL of this suspension was added into a mixture of DI water (4 mL) and toluene (0.6 mL), followed by magnetic stirring for 1 h to allow all the toluene to diffuse into the PS beads. The suspension was then added into a liquid nitrogen bath dropwise
within 2 min. Finally, the frozen mixture was placed in a freeze-drier to let toluene evaporate for 24 h, generating PS hollow beads with a hole on the surface. The final product was collected as a dry, white powder.

5.4.3 Encapsulation of Saline and NaCl Microcrystals

0.125 g, 0.25 g, and 0.6 g NaCl solid was separately dissolved in 2 mL DI water to obtain saline solutions with concentrations of 5.9%, 11.1%, and 23.1%, respectively. Dried PS hollow beads (1.4 mg) were re-dispersed in ethanol (0.9 mL) and used as a stock solution. This stock solution (0.3 mL) was mixed with a saline solution (0.3 mL) and DI water (0.3 mL). The mixture was connected to a vacuum for 2 min, heated at 95 °C with a silicone oil bath under magnetic stirring at 60 rpm for 45 min. Afterwards, the resultant saline-encapsulated PS hollow beads (sealed, with no hole on the surface anymore) were collected by centrifugation at 9,000 rpm for 15 min and washed 3 times with DI water (0.1 mL). The hollow beads were simply suspended in deionized water for TAT measurements. For TEM characterization, the product was re-dispersed in ethanol (0.1 mL) and 5 μL of the final suspension was dropped onto a carbon-coated copper grid. The grid was put in an oven heated at 75 °C for 5 min to remove all water inside the PS hollow beads prior to TEM characterization. During the evaporation of water, the NaCl encapsulated in each hollow bead tended to precipitate out as a microcrystal.

5.4.5 Encapsulation of the Iodinated Contrast Compound

3.9 mg of the dried PS hollow beads were re-dispersed in ethanol (1.2 mL) and used as a stock solution. This stock solution (0.3 mL) was mixed with an ioversol solution (0.3 mL, 25%, 51%, or 74% w/v). The suspension was connected to a vacuum for 2 min, stirred at 60 rpm at room temperature for 1 h, and then heated with a silicone oil bath at 95 °C under
magnetic stirring at 60 rpm for 45 min. The resultant ICC-encapsulated PS hollow beads (sealed on the surface) were collected by centrifugation at 13,300 rpm for 3 min and washed 3 times with ethanol (0.1 mL). Finally, the product was re-dispersed in water (80 μL) for CT imaging. To prepare for TEM characterization, a sample was resuspended in ethanol (50 μL), and 5 μL of the final suspension was dropped onto a carbon-coated copper grid and dried at 75 °C for 5 min to remove the water inside the beads.

5.4.6 Encapsulation of Perfluorooctane

PS hollow beads (3.8 mg) were re-dispersed in PFO (0.3 mL) in a centrifuge tube, and the suspension was connected to a vacuum for 2 min. Afterwards, PFO (0.2 mL) was added into the centrifuge tube to make up for the loss of PFO vaporized during vacuum. The suspension was then stirred at 60 rpm and heated at 95 °C with a silicone oil bath for 30 min. The final product was separated by centrifugation at 10,000 rpm for 3 min. The collected precipitate was kept under ambient conditions to let the PFO outside the PS beads evaporate naturally. Finally, the product was re-dispersed in DI water (1 mL) for MR measurements.

5.4.7 Thermoacoustic Tomography

Suspensions of the saline-encapsulated PS beads (9 × 10⁸ particles per mL, prepared from the 23.1% saline solution) were placed in LDPE tubes with a 6 mm inner diameter. The tubes were submerged in a mineral oil bath. Mineral oil was used as a background because it is a poor microwave absorber while being a good medium for transmitting ultrasound. A 3 GHz high-power microwave source with a 0.6-μs pulse width and a 10-Hz pulse repetition rate was applied to the bath via a standard horn antenna. The pulse power was measured to be 62 kW (37.2 mJ pulse energy). The acoustic signals generated were
collected by an ultrasound transducer with a center frequency of 2.25 MHz and an active area diameter of 0.5 inch. The data were collected in a full circle around the sample, generating a cross-sectional image of the tube. Image reconstruction was performed using a delay-and-sum (backprojection) algorithm.

5.4.8 Micro-Computed Tomography

microCT (Scanco Medical microCT40) was used to image and characterize the ICC-encapsulated PS beads, with plain PS hollow beads serving as a control. A PDMS mold with wells of 4 mm in diameter was used to hold suspensions of the PS hollow beads (80 μL/well). The sample was scanned at a resolution of 16 μm (45 kVp, 176 μA, and 250 ms) perpendicular to the longitudinal axis of the wells. By using the manufacturer’s software (Eval v5.0), linear attenuation factors were acquired within the selected circular area (3 mm in diameter) from 5 layers of each well at the same z positions. Average values were presented as the final data.

5.4.9 Magnetic Resonance

MR spectroscopy and imaging studies were conducted with a Varian UNITY-INOVA spectrometer (11.74 Tesla, Varian Associates, Palo Alto, CA). The PFO-encapsulated PS beads were centrifuged down to the bottom of a 1.5 mL centrifuge tube. A 2 mm tube containing 10 μL perfluoro-15-crown-5-ether (PFCE) was used as an internal standard during MR spectroscopy to enable quantification of the encapsulated PFO. MR spectra and images were acquired using a custom-built 1-cm-diameter single-turn solenoid RF coil dual-tunable to proton and fluorine frequencies (500 MHz and 470 MHz, respectively). Water (1H) and PFO (19F) MR images were acquired with the following parameters: spin-echo sequence; TR (1s), TE (15 ms), FOV (3 × 3 cm²), matrix size (128 × 128), in plane
Figure 5.8. A control experiment for the quantitative analysis of PFO encapsulation was prepared by mixing 5.0 µL PFO and 2.0 µL PFCE. The peak area ratio of PFO to PFCE in this spectrum was used to determine the encapsulation efficiency of PFO.[1] Printed with permission of John Wiley & Sons. Copyright 2012.

The encapsulation efficiency was determined by first performing a control experiment in which known amounts of PFO and PFCE were measured with the MR spectrometer. 5.0 µL PFO and 2.0 µL PFCE were mixed together in a tube, and the MR spectrum is shown in Figure 5.8. The area under each peak, $A_{\text{PFO}}$ and $A_{\text{PFCE}}$, were measured, and the ratio was calculated:

$$\frac{A_{\text{PFO}}}{A_{\text{PFCE}}} = 5.72.$$  \hspace{1cm} (5.1)

The known ratio of volumes added, $V_{\text{PFO}}$ and $V_{\text{PFCE}}$, were related to the peak area ratio by a constant $k$ in the following formula:

$$\frac{V_{\text{PFO}}}{V_{\text{PFCE}}} = \frac{5.0}{2.0} = \frac{A_{\text{PFO}}}{A_{\text{PFCE}}} \times k.$$  \hspace{1cm} (5.2)

After substituting the peak area ratio, $k$ was found to be 0.44. This value was used to
determine the total encapsulation volume of PFO in test samples using the 10 µL volume of PFCE added as a standard in each sample:

\[
\frac{x}{10} = \frac{A_{\text{PFO}}}{A_{\text{PFCE}}} \times k \tag{5.3}
\]

where \(x\) is the total volume of PFO encapsulated. Three samples were measured, and \(x\) was found to be 33.8 µL, 34.2 µL, and 33.8 µL, so the average encapsulation volume \(x\) in a batch of PS hollow beads was 33.9 ± 0.2 µL.

The theoretical maximum loading capacity was calculated based on the inner volume of a single bead taken from TEM images of the PS hollow beads, such as the one shown in Figure 5.9, which shows the interior diameter of the beads to be 2.083 µm. The inner volume was calculated to be \(4.7 \times 10^{-18} \text{ m}^3\) per particle, so a batch of particles used for a single encapsulation experiment containing \(7.0 \times 10^7\) particles had a total inner volume of about 33 µL. This corresponds well to the measured encapsulation volume of PFO, indicating extremely high encapsulation efficiency.

**Figure 5.9.** A TEM image of a typical PS hollow bead. The inner diameter was measured as shown to determine the theoretical total inner volume of a batch of PS hollow beads.[1] Printed with permission of John Wiley & Sons. Copyright 2012.
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CHAPTER 6: CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE DIRECTIONS

This dissertation focused on the intersection of nanotechnology and medical imaging. I used SERS as an analytical tool to uncover changes in surface chemistry of Ag nanocubes, and designed a more streamlined approach to correlate SERS to the physical properties of Ag nanocubes. A thorough examination of the imaging capabilities of SERS was performed, identifying several key imaging parameters such as resolution and penetration depth. Multiplexing is a main benefit offered by SERS imaging, so I led a collaboration to develop and test a robust alternating minimization algorithm for the analysis of multiplexed SERS images with high accuracy.

I also investigated polymer hollow particles with a single hole on the surface for the encapsulation of different types of contrast agents. Image enhancement for TAT, MRI, and X-ray CT was tested after the successful encapsulation of their respective contrast agents. The compound used for TAT, a saline solution, is not typically used as a contrast agent, which made it the ideal candidate for demonstrating the effectiveness of encapsulation for novel imaging applications.

6.1 Future Directions for SERS and Imaging

6.1.1 Applications Tailored to SERS Imaging

Due to the limited penetration depth of SERS, its ideal imaging applications will likely not involve deep tissue. However, there are several cases in which I expect SERS to stand out as an invaluable tool.

Endoscopy is the standard technique used to image the GI tract, such as the oral cavity or the esophagus.[1-3] Molecular imaging based upon endoscopy is a real possibility, and currently under investigation with antibody-tagged fluorophores or nanoparticles.[1,4]
This could be an ideal application for SERS. There is no tissue scattering since an endoscope creates images of the surface of the mucosal membranes. SERS probes can be easily labeled with specific targeting ligands, and multiplexing could be employed to identify multiple lesions within a single patient. A PubMed search for “SERS endoscopy” returns only 5 results. The Gambhir group has made the greatest strides, and there is clearly much potential in this area.[4,5]

Image-guided surgery is another area where SERS could be very useful. Currently, there are many applications and devices being developed for guiding surgery with fluorescent markers.[6,7] Targeted fluorophores are used to identify tumor margins to ensure the complete resection during surgery to improve outcomes. There is also great potential for targeted SERS imaging in this field, although there is very little in the literature examining this possibility.[7-9]

6.1.2 Multiplexing and Barcode Tagging

As discussed in Chapter 4, multiplexing is one of the major advantages of using SERS as an imaging modality. Beyond just imaging applications, multiplexing could be applied to other medical applications such as assays, pathology slides, and diagnostics.[10-13] Advanced algorithms for separating mixed signals, such as the one described in this dissertation, will enable multiplexing to provide real value in clinical applications.

Multiplexing may also be used to create barcodes for high-throughput assays by combining different Raman probes in specific ratios. The concept of multiplexed barcodes has been explored to a greater extent using fluorescent markers.[14,15] As in imaging, however, SERS has many advantages over fluorescence when it comes to multiplexing, and there have been some examples in the literature of SERS barcodes.[16-18] These
studies demonstrate the feasibility and potential of developing SERS barcodes for high-throughput assays for protein or DNA detection.

6.2 Future Directions for Polymer Hollow Beads

6.2.1 Encapsulating Materials for Multimodal Applications

The hollow beads with a hole on the surface can potentially be used to encapsulate a variety of materials for multimodal imaging. Since encapsulation is non-specific and loading relies only upon diffusion or applying a pressure, a solution containing a mixture of contrast agents would be encapsulated uniformly from bead to bead. For example, a mixture of gold nanoparticles tagged with SERS probes and PFO could theoretically be encapsulated for use in SERS, X-ray CT, and MR imaging, with each bead containing same relative concentrations of SERS probes and PFO.

Dyes or SERS probes can be encapsulated in specific ratios for “barcode” tagging, from which large scale, multiplexed assays may be built. In addition, since penetration depth is the greatest roadblock to SERS imaging, taking steps to maximize signal intensity will go a long way. Choosing SERS probes in resonance with the incident light source, such as NIR dyes, is one way. In addition, controlling the aggregation state of nanoparticles will greatly improve signal intensities. Encapsulation of nanoparticle SERS probes could facilitate aggregation and increase SERS EFs.

6.2.2 Extension to Biodegradable Materials

This dissertation describes encapsulation of contrast agents in polystyrene, a nontoxic although not biodegradable polymer. For some biomedical applications, it may be desirable for the hollow beads to be fabricated using biodegradable polymers, such as poly(lactic-co-glycolic) acid (PLGA) or polycaprolactone (PCL). Biodegradable hollow beads are an
ideal vector for the encapsulation of a combination of imaging contrast agents and therapeutics for theranostic applications and monitored drug delivery. Traditional approaches for fabricating multimodal particles are complex and not always uniform in size or distribution of functional material. However, the facile loading process through the hole on the surface and the uniform shape should vastly improve the drug loading and release kinetics over other particle-based systems. Loading imaging contrast agents along with the drugs is a simple but effective approach for designing multimodal particles for diagnosis, treatment, and monitoring.
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